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ITEMS RllIOVED : WEIL, ANDRE - PROF. MATH 1960-

1) ·Reprint from Proceedings of the International Congress
of Mathematics, Helsinki, 1978.

2) Review of Gotthold Eisenstein's l1athematischer
Werke, by Andre \Veil, in Bulletin of the American
Iathematical Society, Vol. 82, No.5, September 1976.

3) Book Review of Joseph E. Hoffman's Leibniz in Paris
1672-1676 : His Growth to }lathematical Maturity, by
Andre \~eil, in Bulletin of the American Mathematical
Society.
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HARRVWOOLF

Director October 18, 1983

frl c

j'I
Professor Andre Weil
School of Mathematics
Institute for Advanced Study

Dear Andre:

1 thought you might like to have a copy of
this photograph taken of you during the May Day
reception at Marquand House last spring.

Cordially yours,

Enclosure

Lin

-./

'I I
Harry wooJ

((
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
Princeton. New jersc)' 08540

HARRY WOOLF
Director

Mrs. Andre ',leil
42 Veblen Circle
Princeton, New Jersey

Dear Mrs. Weil:

08540

March 16, 1983

0'

I have just learned both of your sudden

illness and of your return to Princeton. I

am writing to wish you the very best, and a

speedy and comfortable recovery.

With warm regards, we are,

Cordially yours,

"~,,~\ (-
Pat and Rarry Woolf
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5 December 1980

Prof. ssor Andd \leU
School of Mathematics
Institute for Advanced Study

Dear Andre,

In accordance with prevailing precedures covering acquisition
by the Institute of works of art, 1 presented to the recent meeting
of our Board the opportunity for acquiring the Oppenheimer portrait
which you so kindly brought to our attention. After examining
the photograph which you had provided, and which 1 return enclosed,
the Trustees decided not to acquire the portrait.

1 regret having to disappoint you in this matter and wish again
to express our gratitude to you for thinking of the Institute in this
connection.

With best regards, 1 &III

Cordially yours,

Harry Hoolf

enclosures: color negative
black-and~white photograph
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August 27, 1980

Professor Andr~ Weil
3 rue Auguste-Comte
75006 Paris
France

Dear Andr~:

Chantal and I recall with great pleasure the delightful afternoon
we spent with you and Evaline in Paris. I trust that by now the
weataer has turned fine and that you are able to enjoy the Luxembourg
Gardens-and 110 much else-in warmth and sunshine. As you may have
heard, the heat here has been remarkable this lIUl1IIler and shows no sign
of letting up. We long for some of the rain and cool weather that
displeased me so much in Paris.

I have reported to the Director about the portrait of Robert. At
the suggestion of the Board, a committee has now been formed to consider
and pass on the acquisition of art works by the Institute, through gift
or purchase. The matter of Robert's portrait will be presented to the
committee this fall. I would imagine that a decision will be forth
coming by mid-october.

Chantal joins me in sending our affectionate regards to you both.

As ever,

John Hunt

734-8203
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SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS

THE INSTITUTE FUR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

October 29, 1979.

Dr.Harry Woolf
I.A.S.

Dear Harry:

~any thanks for your letter and the kind words
about the ·Wolf prize.

As to the Oppie portrait, it is of course hardly
likely that I should ever come across a potential donor;
but I am happy to hear that you will keep your eye open
for such a person, and I am grateful for your suggestion
(implicit at the end of your letter) to have the portrait
brought to Princeton. I expect to have an opportunity
for having this done soon.

Cordially yours

A. 'Ieil
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October 25, 1979

Professor Andre Weil
School of Mathematics
Institute for Advanced Study

Dear Andre":

I am writing to tell you how pleased I was to learn recently that
you had been named a co-recipient of the Wolf Prize in Mathematics.
Congratulations to you for an honor well deaerved.

May I also take this occasion to refer to the photograph of the
painting of Oppenheimer which you passed on to John Hunt. It aeems
extremely well done and most attractive. Indeed, it would be wonderful
if the Institute could own it, but I fear I cannot commit Institute
monies to its purchase. If, however, you should hear of a donor who
might wish to purchase it for us I would be delighted to make whatever
arrangement is necessary in that case. In the meantime, I shall
certainly keep lIlY eye out for such a possible donor, though individuals
who do DClt know the painting thelllSelves are not likely to be interested.

Wlth warm regards and best wishes, I am,

Cordially yours,

Harry Woolf
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OFFICE OF PUBLIC RELATIONS

ROCHESTER, EW YORK 14627
(716) 275-4119

Contact:

Gloria Peterson, 275-4127

October 17, 1979

News from
the University of Rochester

For immediate release

Andre,weil, a recent co-recipient of the prestigious Wolf Prize in mathe

matics, will lecture Friday, Oct. 26, at the University of Rochester. His

lecture, entitled "Some Aspects of Leonard Euler's Life and Works: A Study

in 18th Century Mathematics," ~rill be given at 2 p.m. in room 140 of Hutchison

Hall. It is open to the public free of charge.

Weil, a respected mathematician and a leader in the fields of number theory

and algebraic geometry, was honored by the Wolf Foundation with half of the

$100,000 award in mathematics in recognition of his contributions to the field.

Weil's "Collected Papers, 1926-78," published in three volumes in 1979, reflect

his wide range of interests and the impact his work has had on many areas of

contemporary mathematics.

A native of France, Weil has been a permanent member of the Institute for

Advanced Study at Princeton since 1957. He was named professor emeritus there

in 1978.

Weil is a founder and one of the most influential members of the famous

group of French mathematicians whose members write under the pseudonym Nicolas

Bourbaki. In an effort to reform graduate education in pure mathematics, the

group for many years has been producing volumes of an expository treatise

"Elements of l,lathematics. "

While at the University, Weil will give a colloquium entitled "History of

pell's.Equation" on Wednesday, Oct. 24, at 4:30 p.m. in room 201 of the l·lathe-

matical Sciences Building. Weil's visit is sponsored by the University's

Department of 14athematics.

- GN -
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August I, 1979

Dear Andre:

I WIlS delighted to learn of the nevs of your
award. Heartiest congratulations. The honor
tendered to you also devolves upon all of us.

Cord~ally yours,

Professor Andre Weil
School of Mathematics
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August I, 1979

Hr. Y. Cruder
Director General
The Wolf Foundation
P. O. llox 398
Herzlia Bet
Israel

Dear Mr. Cruder:

'1'hank you very ch for your letter of
1979 informing us that Profesaor Ire WeU
in the Wolf Alilard in Hatbeaatics this year.
honored and delighted and appreciative.

16 July
shares
lie are

c.c:

Sincerely yours.

Harry Woolf

cc: Professor Andre Weil
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THE

P. O. BOX 3 9 8

HERZLlA BET (ISRAEL)

TELEPHONE (03) 937723

CABLES, FOUNDATION - HERZLlYYA

WOLF FOUNDATION

HERZLlA BET (ISRAEL), JUly 16, 1979

Messrs.
THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
U. S. A.

Attention: The President-------------------------

Dear Mr. President:

We wish to congratulate you most heartily and your Institute on the selection
of Professor ANDRE WElL for the award of the 1979 WOLF PRIZE in MATHEMATICS.

Our Foundation is honoured and proud that such a famous scientist as Prof.Weil,
of the highest international standing, is the recipient of our award.

The solemn prize-awarding ceremony shall take place at the Knesset (Parliament
of Israel) on Septemher 12, 1979, in the presence of the President of the State,
Ministers and other national and foreign dignataries and academic authorities.

Enclosed herewith is a copy of the material released by the Minister of Education
and Culture of Israel to the media. Your Institute may freely publish all or
any part thereof and we would appreciate receiving a copy of every publication
concerning our prizes. Please do not hesitate to request any additional
information you may require.

With kindest greetings, we are pleased to remain,

Sincerely yours,

YG/do.-

lHE WOLF F DATION

al
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THE WOLF FOUNDATION 11 P
P.O.BOX 398

HERZLIA BEl - ISRAEL

Cable>: FOUNDATION - HERZLlYYA BET .. WOLF PRIZES 1979 ..

':1 OP'7Y1i1 - 39 8 .,.n
,p'7lni1 !lU"'J1X!l :O'1":1T.l

AWARDED IN AGRICULTURE - MATHEMATICS - CHEMISTRY - PHYSICS - MEDICINE

BY THE RESPECTIVE PRIZE CO~~IITTEES OF THE WOLF FOUNDATION

AGRICULTURE - to be shared equally by:

Distinguished Prof. JAY L. LUSH
Iowa State University and
Iowa, lilt S. A.

Dr. Sir KE1<NETH BLAXTER
Rowett Rese~rch Institute
Aberdeen, Scotland, U,K,

,.
MATH~1ATICS - to be shared equally by:

Professor Emeritus JEAN LERAY
College de France
Paris - France

and
Professor
Institu1:e
Princeton

Emeritus ANDRE WElL
for Advanced Study

U. S. A.

CH~IISTRY Professor Emeri1:Us HE~1AN FRANCIS ~lARK

Polytechnic Institute of New York
New York U. S. A.

PHYSICS

MEDICINE

- to be shared equally by:

Prof. GEORGE UHLENBECK
Rockefeller University
New York - U. S. A.

- to be shared equally by:

and
Prof. GIUSEPPE OCCHIALINI
University of Milan
Milano - Italy

Dr. ROGER IV. SPERRY
California Inst,of Technology
California - U, S, A.

GENERAL INFO~TION

Dr. ARVID CARLSSON
Gothenburg University
Gothenburg - Sweden

Dr. OLEH HORNYKI~VICZ

University of Vienna
Wien - Austria

Each Committee was,
their respective

AATOUNT OF THE PRIZES.- The WOLF PRIZE in each of 1:he 5 aforementioned fields of
--------------------science amounts to US$ 100.000,00, In the event that one of the prizes should
be jointly awarded to two or three scientists, the sum of US$ 100.000,00 is
to be equally shared by them.

THE PRIZE CO~lITTEES -
---------------------
There have been 5 Prize Committees, one for each field of science.
formed by 3 members, all of them Professors of worldwide renown in
fields, inclUding five Nobel Prize Laureates.

Each Prize Committee submitted its decision together with the reason for their
recommendation and an evaluation of the prize-winners· achievements, as summarized in
the enclosed memorandum.

The Wolf Foundation is deeply grateful to the members of the Prize Committees for their
devoted and exhaustive work, solely aimed at awarding the prizes to the most deserving
scientists in each area, for their achievements on behalf of humanity, regardless of
nationality, race, colour, religion, sex or political views.

The decisions of the Prize Committees are final and irrevocable.

..
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DEr;ISIONS OF THE 5 PRIZE COMMITI'EES SET UP FOR THE AWARD OF THE

1979 "WOLF PRIZES" IN THE FOLLOWING FIELDS OF SCIENCE:

AGRICULTURE - MATHEMATICS - ClW.lISTRY PHYSICS MEDICINE
===============================================================

AGRICULTURE

The Prize Committee unanimously agreed that the Wolf Foundation Prize in Agriculture
for 1979 should be awarded equally to:

Distinguisbed Professor Jay L. LUSH
Iowa State University
Iowa U. S. A.

and

Dr. Sir Kenneth BLAXTER
Rowett Research Institute
Aberdeen - Scotland - U.K.

Professor Lush has made major contributions to unravelling the hereditary contributions
to animal production whereas Dr. Blaxter has unravelled the nutritional requirements I

animals, especially ruminants. Thus their work has effectively contributed to both
aspects of the factors regulating animal production: the control anq_exploitation
of the genetic endowment, and the provision of the most favourable nutritional
environment in which genetic endowment can be expressed.

DistingUished Professor Jay L. LUSH (Born 1896 - U.S.A.)
He-has-done-more-than-any-agrIcultural scientist both to investigate the genetic basis
of traits important for animal production, to assess their value and to improve them
by initiating breeding programmes of proven practical effectiveness. He has been
responsible for inspiring a great band of graduate students and others who have
aisseminated his ideas and practical suggestions throughout the world and so led to
the improvement of poultry, pigs, beef and dairy cattle. His contributions are of
several kinds. First, he pioneered the value to the scientific breeder of adequate
measurement of the performance of individuals, their progeny and their pedigree in
order to assess the genetic worth of an animal. Secondly, he pioneered the assessment
of the "heritability" of a trait,i.e. the degree to which its expression reflected a
genetic basis rather than the effects of a favourable or unfavourable environment.
Thirdly, having demonstrated how the inherited potentialities could be measured and
distinguished from those due to non-heritable causes, he synthesized these ideas into
practical and workable animal breeding plans to promote an inherited increase in the
yield of meat, milk or eggs. He has exploited his ideas as a University teacher,
at a diversity of national and international gatherings and enshrined much of it in
his major and most influential text "Animal Breeding Plans". He may truly be described

" IIas the father of scientific animal breeding in the twentieth century.

Dr. Sir Kenneth BLAXTER (Born 1919 - U.K.)
Dr~-Blaxter-has-spent-virtuallythe whole of his career in the British Agricultural
Research Service. Nevertheless, he has disseminated his discoveries and ideas through
the media of international conferences, farming meetings and via the many visiting
scientists who have worked with him at his research institutes. He is particularly
distingUished for the precise and detailed studies he has made on the energy require
ments of ruminants and the ways,once the necessary energy has been supplied'to the
diet,that it is utilized in the animal's metabolism. This has lead to a new under.
standing,both of the nutritional needs of the animal and of the most effective ways
in which the diet may be made up and varied, and utilized most efficiently by the
ruminant to produce more meat, milk or both. Thus the farmer can now control this
aspect of the animal's environment with far greater efficiency to give a higher
yield at the most economical price.

His approach and practical proposals have been widely adopted throughout the world
and, because he has enunciated the fundamental principles so clearly, it has proved
possible to adapt or modify them to a diversi ty of farming systems.
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MATHEMATICS

The Prize Committee for Mathematics has decided that the prize for mathematics for
this year should be divided between:

Professor (Emeritus) Jean LERAY
College de France - Paris - France

and
Professor (Emeritus) Andr~ ~~IL

Institute for Advanced StudY,Princeton,U.S.A.

Both these mathematicians have made outstanding contributions in many different areas
of mathematics and their work has had very great impact on the development of mathematics
over the past decades.

!~_~~~!_ (born 1906 France) - For pioneering work on the development and
application of topological methods to the stUdy of differential equations.

His major contributions include his work on the equations of fluid mechanics, his use
of topological methods in analytical problems,his development of entirely new techniques
which have altered the whole direction of algebraic topology, and xery significant work
on the theory of hyperbolic differential equations.

He is a member of the Academies of Science of Paris, Belgium, U.S.A.,U;S.S.R. ,Italy,
Poland and others, and Doctor Honoris Causa of many Universities. His work is of very
unusual broadness, spanning from the most abstract part of Mathematics - where Leray
himself invented extremely general abstract tools - to very concrete applications and
at the same time of a remarkable unityj all the new concepts and methods are applied
to very specific problems taken amongst the most challenging of the science of our time.

~~~_~~~~_ (born 1906 - France) - For his inspired introduction of algebro-geometry
to the theory of numbers.

He has made important contributions in harmonic analysis, differential geometry, and
aspects of Lie group theory, but his most outstanding achievement has been in he develop
ment of algebraic geometry and its application to important problems in number theory.

Since 1957, he is Professor at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton and his
career is singularly rich in achievements. Among his contemporaries, he has long occupied
a unique position by combining originality and creativity to the highest degree, with an
encyclopedic knowledge and deep understanding of most areas of contemporary mathematics.
He is furthermore a formidable scholar of classical mathematics,whose historical insight
and perspective -particularly in the field of number theory- is unequaled among
mathematicians today.

CHEMISTRY

The Wolf Foundation Prize Committee in Chemistry for 1979 has selected:

Professor (Emeritus) Herman Francis MARK
Polytechnic Institute of New York - U.S.A.

for the Wolf Prize in Chemistry, for his contributions to understanding the structure
and behavior of natural and synthetic polymers.

~~~_!~~~~_~~_ (born 1895 - Austria). His contribution has had a major
effect upon the academic understanding of this important class of materials whiCh in
nature playa central role not only in the structure of the living cell but in its
fUDction as well. Herman Mark's scientific contribution and personal interest have
played a major role in the development of synthetic materials on a huge scale everywhere.
Today's use of these synthetic materials has changed the style of life throughout the wm=

Since 1940 Professor of Organic Chemistry at the Polytechnic Institute of New York,
Prof. Mark has published over 500 original and review articles and has written about
20 books On various topics related to polymer chemistry. Doctor Honoris Causa at
17 Uni versi ties and Polytechnics, member of 18 Academies of Science throughout the
world, among them U.S,A., U.S.S.R., Holland, Germany, Austria, India, Etc" Prof.Mark
has received a great number of medals and awards since 1928.
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and

PHYSICS

The members of the Prize Committee for the Wolf Prize in Physics have unanimously
agreed that the prize this year should be divided equally between:

Prof. George E. UHLENBECK
Rockefeller University - New York - U.S.A.

for his discovery, jointly with the late Samuel A.Goudsmit, of the electron spin;

Prof. Giuseppe OCCHIALINI
University of Milan Italy

for his contributions to the discovery of electron pair production and of the charged
pion.

~~9~~~_~~~! (born 1900 - Netherlands). His discovery, jointly with the late
Samuel A. Goudsmit, of the electron spin, not only had major implications in physics and
chemistry, but also provided the first example of an internal deg~ee of freedom for an
elementary particle. Prof. Uhlenbeck is also an outstanding figu7e in &tatistical
mechanics.

~~E~~~~~_~~~~~!~!_(born 1907 - Italy). He has contributed to the discovery of
electron pair production, jointly with P.M.S. Blackett and J. Chadwick, and to the
discovery of the charged pion, jointly with C.M.G.Lattes, H.Muirhead and C.F.Powell.
Giuseppe OCchialini has also contributed to major research techniques including cloud
chambers triggered by counters and the use of special photographic emulsions to study
cosmic rays.

MEDICINE

The Wolf Foundation Prize Committee in Medicine has decided that the Wolf Prize in
Medicine for 1979 shall be equally shared by:

Dr • ROGER W. SPERRY
California Inst.of Technology
Pasadena - Calif., U.S.A.

Dr. ARVID CARLSSON
Gothenburg University
Gothenburg - Sweden

Dr. OLEH HORNYKIEWICZ
University of Vienna
VienDa - Austria

for outstanding contributions in brain physiology and physiopathology.

~9~~~_!~_~~~~~~_(born 1913 - U.S.A.), for his studies on the functional
differentiation of the right and left hemispheres of the brain.
Since 1954, Professor at the California Institute of Technology, Dr. Sperry is a member
of the National Academy of Sciences, American Philosophical Society, The Royal Society
and others. He received honorary doctorates from Cambridge Univ. (1972) and from the
University of Chicago(1976), and was elected California Scientist of the Year in 1972.

~~Y~~_~~~~9~_ (born 1923 - Sweden), for his work which established the role of
dopamine as a neurotransmitter.
Professor at the Univ. of Lund, Sweden until 1959, he is since then Professor of the
Dept. of Pharmacology at the University of Gothenburg; he is a member of the Royal
Swedish Academy of Sciences, and others. Dr. Carlsson received various Prizes~and

awards, among them the "Jahre's Medical Prize" in 1974. He has published almost 300
articles,s considerable part of them dealing with the occurrence and functions of dopamine
in brain. Dr.Carlssoo's work has had an impact on basic as well as clinical brain research.

OLEH HORNYKIEWICZ (born 1926 - Poland), for opening a new approaCh in the control
of Parkinson's-diseas~-byL-Dopa.
Professor of Biochemical Pharmacology at the University of Vienna and Professor at the
University of Toronto, Canada, member of Professional Societies in Austria, CanadaJU.S.A~

Germany, etc., he has received the Gold Medal - Canadian Parkinson's Disease Association,
a Special Tribute from Columbia UniversitY,New York, and several other Prizes and awards.
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cc: Wisnovsky

28 ovember 1978

Dear Andre:

The Institute for Advanced Study is now in tbe process of preparing an
Einstain Centennial Celebration in bonor of the one-bundredtb anniversary
of Albert Einstein's birtb.

A principal feature of the Celebration will be a Syaposiua to be eld
at the Institute on Karch 4-9. 1979. dealing with the specific aspects of
Einstein's scientific work. The .-phasis throughout will be on both the
historical conteEt and the continulng importance of Einstein's ideas in various
fieldS. perhaps bearing in aind Einstein's remark that "the most incomprehen
sible thing about the world is that it is comprehensible."

The Planning Committee for tbe Syaposiua consists of the following mem
bers:

Preeman Dyson
Reraan Fuhbach
Harvin Goldberger
Gerald Holton
Martin nein
Abrabaa Pais
John Wheeler
Barry Woolf (ehairaan)

The audience for tbe SymposiUlll and its published product will be on the
one hand the c unity of scientists of the present and LmDediate future and,
on the other. future historians who will look to this record for some an~er8

to the questions of how Einstein and the physics he helped to create influence.
either explicitly or tacitly, the sci nce heinl done today.
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Dr. Andre Weil
Pa e 2

It is our intention tbat the symposium be an occasion where ocientists
and scholars can reflact on wbat science os, and how at ita best it is carried
out, with specific reference to Binltein'. work.

On behalf of the Institute for Advanced Study and the Planning Committee,
I am writing to invite you to participate in the Einatein Centennial Sympo
sium. The attached preliminary program will sive you a sense of the substance
of the meeting; further details will b sent to you at a later date.

1 look forward to hearing from you loon, and very such hope that your
answer will be affirsative.

Cordially yours,

arry Woolf

Dr. Andr Weil
42 Veblen Circle
Princeton, NJ 08540
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON. NEW JERSEY 08540

Telcphone-609-924-4400

TIiE DIRECTOR

February 15, 1978

FILM PRESENTATION

A film entitled Pilgrim of the Absolute - The Life and Death

of Simone Weil, will be shown in the Library Seminar Room on

February 28 at 4 o'clock. The length of the film is approximately

70 minutes.

Professor Andre Weil will present the film and answer questions

following the screening.

The Institute family is cordially invited to attend.

Harry 1-1001£
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

Te1ephone-609-924-4400

THE DIRECTOR

February 15, 1978

FILM PRESENTATION

A film entitled Pilgrim of the Absolute - The Life and Death

of Simone Weil, will be shown in the Library Seminar Room on

February 28 at 4 o'clock. The length of the film is approximately

70 minutes.

Professor Andre Weil will present the film and answer questions

following the screening.

The Institute family is cordially invited to attend.

Harry Woolf
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February 15, 1978

Dear Professor Weil:

I have made arrangements through Hr. Blasius to secure the
film on Simone Weil which we discussed.

The present plan is to show the film on February 28 at 4 o!clock
in the Library Seminar room. I understand that the fUm presentation
will take about 80 minutes alltogether. Would it be possible for you
to present the film, and anawer questions following the screening?

I will wait for your reply before postlng notices on the bulletin
boards.

With best regards, I am

Sincerely yours,

John Hunt

Professor Andre Well
School of Mathematics
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May 5, 1977

Professor Andre Weil
School of Mathematics
Institute for Advsnced Study

Dear Andre:

I have just learned that you were elected
a Foreign Associate of the National Academy of
Sciences. My warmest congratulations to you.

Cordially yours,

Harry Woolf
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March 31, 1977

Professor Andre Wei1
School of Mathematics
Institute for Advanced Study

Dear Professor Weill

Thank you so much for your helpful letter of 16 March 1977. Forgive
my delay in replying until now, but I left almost immediately after your
note came and have only returned this day. I would like to talk to you
about this and other matters and so I am especially grateful for your
invitation to do so, but between now and the forthcoming meeting of the
Board there is much that presses upon me and I ask for your forbearance
1n delaying that conversation.

Sincerely yours,

Harry Woolf
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON. NEW JERSEY 08540

SCHOOL OF MAHIEMATICS

March 16, 1977

Dr. Harry Woolf
Fuld Hall

Dear Harry:

Although the normal flow of information about events

affecting life at the Institute does not reach retired professors,

I could not for long remain unaware of the unwelcome news of

your predecessor's impending return, nor could it leave me

indifferent.

There is no impropriety, I hope, in my telling you that

I fully share the concern of not a few of my colleagues (perhaps

I am supposed to say "former colleagues") at this prospect. I

trust that everything within your powers will be done to minimize

the impact of the presence of such a divisive element in our

little community.

Should there be any aspect of this situation which you

might wish to discus s with me, I remain of course entirely at

your disposal.

Sincerely yours,

AW:MMM
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

SCHOOL OF ~ATHf.MATICS

School of Mathematics
Institute for Advanced Study

Dear ex-Colleagues:

March 31, 1977

Many thanks for making my assistant seven-eighths of a member. You
seem to have realized that my assistant's fund is totally inadequate for
its declared purpose, but to have decided that a normal member's stipend
would be extravagantly generous in such a case.

I confess I had not expected from you that kind of petty behavior.
It has not increased my respect for the collective wisdom of the School.
On the other hand, it increases my satisfaction at not having to take
part in School meetings any more.

I take this as a clear hint that the School does not welcome even
such modest requests from me. I am obliged for the lesson. I shall
keep it in mind in the future.

Sincerely,
.... , ._---- t

-: .~,/ .. .~.;,..; ".. ...... ;::::-

/ -A. \,eil

Professors Borel
Harish-Chandra
Langlands
Milnor
Montgomery
Selberg
~lhitney

~C: Dr. H. Woolf

•
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON. NEll' JERSEY 08540

SCHOOL OF M.... THEMATICS

The Faculty
1. A. S.

Dear Colleagues:

March 1, 1974

The analogies between the I. A. S. and Washington become more and
more striking. By now none of us would be surprised to find that his phone
is being bugged.

In the matter of leaks, I should like to remind you of the following:

1. In recent years, at least two temporary members of the "Program
on Social Sciences" (as it was then kn<;>wn) boasted publicly that their
permanent appointment to the Institute was impending, and, when this did"not
materialize, they passed the word around that financial considerations had
blocked thi s.

2. It has never been denied that the proposed appointment of
R. Bellah had been discussed between Dr. Kaysen and Bellah, either before
the latter carne to Princeton or shortly thereafter. This", as you know, be
came an important factor in the controversy around him.

3. The "Memorandum to the Faculty," dated January 3D, 1973,
which was handed over to the press by Dr. Kaysen and/or Mr. Dilworth in
March 1973 contained the follovling paragraph:

"Three of the five members of the Ad Hoc Committee who were
profes sionally most directly qualified to evaluate Bellah - namely, the two
sociologists and the historian of Japan - all expressed strongly positive
views of his merits. So did the other leading historian of Japan whose
opinion was asked, and so did the Director, himself a social scientist. The
other two Ad Hoc Committee members gave, respectively, weak support,
and a view which can be described as doubtful."

Since the names of the five Committee members were on record
and were easily identifiable from the above, this constituted a flagrant
breach of confidentiality, whose responsibility lies squarely on the Director
and/or Trustees.
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2 - The Faculty, 1. A. S.
March 1, 1974

4. Concerning the "leaking" of individual sentences from the
Committee members's report, it has never been established where this
occurred. But not a few colleagues·outside Princeton have not failed to
notice that, out of those sentences, five were laudatory, two were doubtful
and one was adverse, and they have been led to wonder whether the leak
did not in fact come either from Dr. Kaysen or possibly from an over
zealous supporter of his.

5. The first intimation that I, personally, received that a
nomination from the Committee on Social Sciences was impending came to
me from someone who is not a Faculty member. When I thereupon approached
the representative of my School on tha.t Committee, he was embarrassed, told
me that this was still at a "confidential" stage, but eventually confirmed it
and gave me the name of the person under consideration.

6. I know of one Faculty member who heard recently from a
colleague at another University that A. Hirschman was being considered
for an Institute appointment.

7. Last but not least, we ha ve heard Di·. Kaysen tell us that he had
asked A. HirschII,an for permission to nominate him for an appointment. I
hope I was not the only Faculty member to be struck by the impropriety of
this procedure.

We belong to the academic world, where the matter of confidentiality
is usually well understood. On the other hand, in the Washington world,
leaks are regarded as a method of government. A recent newspaper story
quoted an ambassador as having told his staff, on taking charge of his
embassy: "Leaks are the ambassador's privilege".

Sincerely yours,

,.-_./~
A. Weil

Professors Cherniss, Clagett, Elliott, Gilbert, Gilliam, Habicht, Kennan,
Lavin, Meiss, Setton, Thompson, White
Borel, Gl.ldel, Harish-Chandra, Langlands, Milnor, Montgomery
Selberg, Whitney
Adler, Bahcall, Dashen, Dyson, Regge,. Rosenbluth
Geertz
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEYo8Ho

TH2 DIRECTOR

November 3, 1972

Dear Cliff:

Maybe we will earn a Legion of Honor

too. Please return.

Cordially,

Carl Kaysen

fow I~ I.w (.0 vi) ,.,vY' CCPlIIJ" ", hI';..

A . . fo' ).,H"'. H J~ t-I;'&~./
~r rI- A (;V\

~
•

SoC;/O)~J'Y vVlt'k Jo(, >,~ •J «/I." ,".tJ (,..J . _.

Professor Clifford Geertz

W 303

Cj
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BaveiOber 3, 1972

Dear r6:

'Ib.1mk y very
1a agr hIe a _11 aa r s
k1Dd rda.

for your DOt. I
rills to your

Cordi. 11y,

Carl Il:ay en

Profesa r Aodr4 Weil
School of Hath_tiea
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS

November 3, 1972

Dr. Carl Kaysen
Fuld Hall

Dear Carl:

I had no question to ask concerning the proposed
permanent appointments to the historical school. But I
hope it may not be regarded as presumptuous on my part
if I wish to congratulate our colleagues on three
excellent nominations. All three seem worthy of our best
traditions; but I should like to expres s particular pleasure
at seeing classical scholarship so well represented among
them in the person of Professor Habicht. Such an appoint
ment, in a field which it is fashionable in some circles to
dismiss as irrelevant, does promise well for the future of
the Institute.

Sincerely,

AW:MMM

cc: Morton White

/~
A. Weil
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INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Professor Andre Weil will give a series of lectures

on THE EXPLICIT FORMULAS OF NUMBER THEORY on

Fridays from 3:00 to 5:00 p.m. in FuJd Hall Lecture

Room 119 starting October 1, 1971.
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October 8, 1971

Dear Bea:

Professor Weil has a seminar on Priday
afternoons with a break at 4:00 p.Ul. He wondered
whether it would be possible to have tea available
fOT the 15-20 people who attend in this building
rather than in the cafeteria. I explained there
were many physical and chanical difficulties that
seemed ins tmtable to me, but I thought I should
extend tbe courtesy of inquiring whether you agreed
with this. If there is a possibility that the Tea
Room will be ready by November I, that seelll8 suffici
ent answer; if not, you can estimate the degree of
the problem and let e know. Thank4:

",tyt. '" 0< £' /?,..!J (,)4 ~r ,. -I

-I-:A _~ ,.J.. ...J/ J... J-c'~

_,t
,
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Oc:tobeT 5, 1 71

Dear Professor Weil:

I understand froM Miss WakehaM that
you wished to have another c py of the Minutes
of the April 1 Faculty Meeting, to which are
attsched the docUlllents that ....re before the
Faculty at that til8e. As y u see, the "Curreut
Practices" are included.

Sincerely,

Mrs. Paul Bartell, Jr.

Professor Andre Weil
Institute for Adv need Study

Attachments indicated
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menwranJum /rom
DONALD B. STRAUS

November 20, 1970

To: Dr. Carl Kaysen

Dear Carl:

Here is a suggested answer that
I have prepared for Professor Weil. I
have purposely left it undated and won't
send it until I get some reactions to
it. In your view would this reply help
or hinder relations with Dr. Weil?
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NALD B. STRAUS

Professor A. eil
Scbool of.the tics
The Institute for Advanced Stu y
Princeton, ew Jersey 08540

Dear Dr. eil:

I can of course give no ans r to tbe qu..tion you
pose in your letter of ov r 16, 1970 that woul satu-
fy you. I can only atte pt an explanation, and this I
a bappy to do, because tbe question you pose bas often
concerned e as well.

Th large network of nonprofit corporations in tbe
United State. is one of the features tb t distinguishes
us frca pr ctically every other ..jor nation of tbe
world. In some _ys, I lieve. it ..y be that this
vast structure of citizen participation in tbe affairs
of our nation y be a .ore important distinguishing
feature than iJ our ethad of gove nt or our eco 0 ic
systeJII. As you know, it is c arllcteristic that our
nonprofit corporations, wbicb nu er a ng tb our
universities and private rea rcb organizations. bave
boar~of directors selec fr intereste citizens.
Since one of tbe obli ations of such boards is to in
tain the financial viability of th organization. IIlOre
often than ot the board ..mbers are selected fr th
-.con c estllblub nt- of our country. or this
re&8on, among otbers. th.. rs of th board are often
-incompetent in the fields of science and scbolarsbip
even thougb tbey have, according to the by-a of the
organization. -tbe final word-. In practice. bowever.
such individuals u. ally b ve the sopbistication and in
tegrity to recognize tbeir respective fields of inco 
petency and to weigb tbe opinions of those 0 lire
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Prof ssor A. eil -2-

competent before taking action.

otwitbstanding so defects. I happen to
believe that the nonprofit activiti.s of this country
are the best hope we bav of providing flexibility and
acc tion to the rapid changes rough whieb our
society is going. This is not an au tic safeguard.
an those who occupy positions of responsibility in
such organizations -- professionals. adainistrators.
and board rs alike -- bave a hti! vy responsibility
to ke these organizations perfor. effectively. One
of th responsibilities is to intain good cc.mnmica
tions betweeo the cOlllpetent experta in the field (the
professionals) and those wbo are generalists but with
the ult te authority (the board ra). This is
one reas1fil1t so wholeheartedly endorse Dr. Jtaysen' s pro
qr for i~rovin9 communications between the faculty and
the board at the Institute. and y I look forward to our
eeting 00 January 25th.

Sincerely.

Donald B. StraUB

bcc: Dr. Carl Kaysen
Mr. J. Richardson Dilworth
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February 19, 197

I _ gl d to be ble to tell you thst
e evaileble 70 EilUltein Drive to your

her f mily for the next fev tha •
.r.-mr. been pI tered and e r y

y at any t It ill be available
ue 1 chan eover period hich occurs
on Auguet 24. The rent is $130 per

Cordially,

Profess r Andre \lail
I titute for Advanced Study

cc: s.

Carl ltayseu

rnett
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

o.....e>: OP THE GENERAL MANAGER February 19, 1970

TO: Dr. Carl Kaysen

FROM: Mrs. R. W. Barnett

Dear Dr. Kaysen:

In answer to your memo of February 16th, I submit
the following :

-?70 Einstein Drive being plastered. 2 l~-(

78 Einstein Drive two bedrooms available.

97 Einstein Drive two bedrooms available.

98 Einstein Drive two bedrooms (Professor Rosenbluth has
asked me to hold this for a physicist from Russia).

90 Einstein Drive (old unit) presently occupied by Sullivan.

91 Einstein Drive Nachbin (old unit).

130 South Olden Lane Bachelor unit.

Members expected with dates: (Guests)

Berti11i - 3/18 to 23
Gauthier - 3/12 to 22
Thomas - 3/12 to 22
Mehta - 2/27
Sullivan - ?
Nachbin - Month of February
Hirzebruch - 3/5 to 24
Langland - 3/23 for one week.

Sincerely,

(Mrs.) Ruth W. Barnett
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February 16. 1970

Frofe•• r Weil hal asked me about the
pos.ible availability of an apartment for a few
IIlOnth. for his daughter'. .on-in-Iaw and grand
children. Would you please let IllI! know in the next
few day. whether we have .omething available that
can be U8ed without making it impos.ible for u. to
house visitors now .cheduled to come; alao, whether
if there i..o thing availabl • it is the only
remaining free space under our control .0 that
uneKpected visitor. could no longer be put u in
the Project.

Carl tt.ysen

Mr.. Ruth Barnett
Institute for Advanced Study

[Jr, (
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EXTRACT FROM THE MINlJTES OF THE MATH FACULTY HELD ON FEBRUARY 23, 1970

Professor Wei! notified the School that he would take a sabbatical leave

during the second term of the academic year 1970-1971.
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVA CED STUDY

PRINCETON. NEW JERSEY 08540

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS

ry GVh (lJ
)

tv'"'d Yl'-~ ttMJu.
CtJtd{'0J4

;/4
r~ LWJ ~~ ttLrhak :
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS

l\jI,J) SYLVIE L. SAVRE

-elYVh. r:-~~1. /-hlJ) "Po<.
S1". )c{ (r!;

(NM)Mu;LE/TE c .CHIv'AR-J HAN

~ r0-.h. S£ 70uJ0 I B~a~l
1>ec.0; 111;6

PROF. \<EIL' S CHILDREN
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FILE:

BE:

LEl'TZR DATED:

SEE:

CROSS RE7J::.RE. 'C E.-

Weil, Andre (Faculty)

Leave of Absence

2- 6-70

IAS Files - Faculty--Leaves of Absence
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INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Professor Andr~ Weil's lectures on ZETA-FUNCTIONS

AND MELLIN TRANSFORMS will continue on Fridays

from 3:00 to 5:00 p.m. in Fuld Hall Lecture Room 119

starting January 9, 1970.
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INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Professor Andr~ Weil will give a series of lectures

on ZETA-FUNCTIONS AND MELLIN TRANSFORMS Fridays,

3:00 to 5:00 p.m. in Fuld Hall Lecture Room 119

starting October 3, 1969.
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ICllOOL or IlIATHIIlIATICI

Professor Deane Mentgomery
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, N.J. -08540

Dear Deane:
It is my underst~nding that PUld Hall is bein~ converted

into a Pheasant Breeding Farm, and that, for what must appear

to everyone as narrowly selfish motives, you have raised ob

jections against this excellent plan.
Had you canvassed your colleagues first (as was your ob

vious duty), you would have discovered that there is wide

spread and enthusiastic agreement in favor of the aforesaid
project it being understood, of course, that a bonus of

a brace or two of those valuable birds would be distributed
at Christmas, Thanksgivin~ and other ~uitable occasions, to

all members of our Faculty. This would go a long way towards
dissipating any lingering doubts in the minds of John Milnor

and other distinguished scholars and scientists, who, for un

accountable-reasons, strll~esitate about-Joining the Insti

tute.
I should be obliged if you would formally communicate

these views of mine to all those who are in any w~y con~p.rned

with or interested in the Pheasant Project (first and fore

most, of course, our Director).
Yours sincerely

A•.Weil, S.O.B.
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January 15, 1969

Dear Andr':

Tbanka for y r letter of J uary 15.
I do't know t you are talking about.

Sincerel" your••

Carl Ita"sen

Professor Andre Weil
Inatitute for Advanced Study
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS Jan.15, 1969.

Dear Carl:

From Atiyah's letter of appointment,
it looks as if the duties of professors
at the Institute had shrunk lately. If
so, it would be interesting to know when
and how this happened, and why we were
not told about it.

Cordially

/~ .
/'71 /7

A. vleil
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRlliCETQN, I"'EW JERSEY 08540

SCHOOL OF ~'fATHEMATICS

j).t ctft (~JJ.'
I ~;(;'0 t-hw,J t',,\ LB ,[

l~ I-is\l,~ r-r:: (~r,::-l .~ClULC( /\/~t'(0.a ..J'x _~I
{,rVL\../', / \.. L1·L( .J l/ v....-".., 1 ,,;.

C-"illh ].~uf;;;,.trfll'\.. . .

{~i(cdt'''r
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRI CETON, NEW JERSEY 08;+0

Telephonc-60g-9zf-Hoo

THE DIRECTOR

Memorandum for the Record

Conversation with Professor Weil in the Director's Office
March 22, 1968 at 10:30 a.m.

Professor Weil told me that he had been in-
vited to give the Enrico Fermi Lecture at the Scuole Normale
in Pisa next year. These lectures alternate between
mathematics and physics, and this year's lecturer was
T.D. Lee. From the point of view of his next year's
plans, Weil's best time to give the lecture would be
at the end of the first term. Accordingly, we agreed
that he would be on leave for the last month of the
first term. The Mathematics Faculty is aware of the
arrangement.
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FILE:

RE:

LEl'TER DATED:

SEE:

CROSS FE'ERE.l''C E'--

Weil, Andre

Appointment of Kenneth Set ton to Faculty of Historical Studies

Setton, Kenneth (IAS Faculty)
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

HA~~lA Ies - lAT HAL S IENCES UBRAHY

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS

Kove:nber 1 67.

Bibliogran1f of Andr ~eil, 19110- resent.

Calc
(Rev.

thode axiomatigue, int gration. Revue Sci.
• 201-208, 1940. (MR 1-340)

L'int bra ion~~ brouoes tonolobi~ues et ~se~s_~~~~~~s~. Actual. Sci.
Ind., no. 869•. e~ann et Cie., .aris, 1940. 1

Sur les [onctions alg brigues ~ de constantes fini.
v.21O;-p. 592-594, 19ho. (2-123)-

C.R. Acad. Sci. Paris.

On the Riemann h~othesi in function-fields.
v.2~31l5-3h7, 1911.. (2-345)

Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. .S.A.

The Gauss-Eonnet theorem for Riemannian polyhedra, b A.-Jell md Car B.
---endoerfer. Trans. Ame~~m h. Soc. y; 53,:p:'101-129, 1943. (4-169)

A correction 0

v.51, • 272-273,
beck on topolo ical groups. Jull. Amer. flath. Soc.
9Ji5." t6-202)

St.:.!' es courbes ~ b briques at ~ varietcs ~ 5' en d duisent. c
Sci. In ., no. 0'11. - "ubI. :Cnst. r:ath. Univ. Stras ourb v.7, 1945.
et Cie., aris, 948:- 95 • (10-262

ualit s
5er:nann

'avenir des mRth ~atiques. Be. Soc. Mat. Sao Paulo v.l, p.55-68, 1946.
(9-2)

Foundations of ~ebraic "eomet • A~erican 11athemat:cal S ciet Co 0 uium
?ublications-,-voI. 29. American Hathematica Society, New Yor , 19'16. 289
(9-303)

Sur gu::;:e==~ .:.==== de Siegel. Summa Srasil. '-lath. v.l, • 21-3 , 19116.
"(7":ill)

•
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Th orie des noints Droches sur les van
diff6renfulle. Colloques Internat7i"'on:"a='ux=:::'::; ~:=-=-~=:;;=~=.::
Scientiriq e, Strasbo r.:;, 1953, p.111
Scipnt~fique, Paris, 1953. (5-A2g)

r~(), etrie
rir. Ip ~echerche

~e a 3echerche

Abs~~act VArw~~ class:, r gebraic geOMetljr. °roceed~_~ of the in
f " ." 9S i ' t rd 550 ~Sn,:;ress 0 ,c _'.e= _~c~ UlS, " 'Us e aJ" c,. - ,Pi. - _ •

loordhoff N.V., Groningen; ::orth-Holland "ub ishing 0., Amste'Cdarn,
(19-1078 )

vrna..j,.· on 1
:rve! •
956.

~ootnote to a recent aD r. Amer. J. l'ath. v.7", :>. 3h7-350, 1954. (5-778)

~:..::.==::. in finite fields. ~..er. J. Math. v.76, pp.819-

.I.e'"'. vr.. v.;, r~. 197-202, 195 •

On...? r:er+..ai tyne c1:..characvers,£! the i1'1,,-cl-ss .:;ro of an al.;e)-,raic
number-field. roceedinbs of the international S;''Jl11JOS~u:non -a 0 -~c num pr
theory, To. 0 an :Iikk, 19;5, !'. -7. ~dence Co ',cil of :ipan, Tokyo, 1956.
:(. -720>
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homogeneous spaces••>lIIer. J. ,~..+.• , v. 7, 1'. 493-

• 3~5-391,

On the theory of COffi'J_e..'< multi 1.ca,ion. ., oceedinc-s 0:: the in+ r.,,,tio
posim on aL;euraic n~ _r theory, TO~O and :ikko, 19~5, l~' 9-22.

cience ~~~~il 0 J~.,an, ~ 70, 1 5~. -673

-Ie:'': .iticr o.r ~ vz .. it:!tyo
-)

.09. • 'fat~. y. 78, !"'>•• 509-5'2),

~ult plication complexe Exp. 136. I S~i!laire
1o~r ald, 8i~J'le an~~e: 1955/56. rextes d s Con prence~, ~"OS s 20 ~ 1 6.
Deux! c iSdition, corri.; e. S cretariat m£.th matique, Paris, 1959.

::hevalley,
v.2, #3, pp. 157-187, 1957.

1885-1955. Enseignement ' h.

Sur Exp. 151. IN S.rroinaire 'lourbaki, 9i me ann e, 1956/
~7. --extes des Co f~rences, Expos s 37'a 51. De~~ me dition, corri~ e.
, cretariat math matique, Paris, 1959.

In t e p
to'Jolog;y.
T)nivers ty

jective embed . ng of _'~b:::;;e~':'<l1~n~.",,-"iE-ties.
~ "'-:posiUl'l i" honor of S. efschetz,
~r~ss, 1957. {18-936

gebraic geometry ~
7- 81. n1':'ncetor.

e I' Ir,~+itut
I.,d. no. 12c7.

tiro. es alb britUes. I:x:. e6. IN'S :ni.naire Bourbaki, ili me ann e:
Tex+es ~e~ _on:: en as, Expos s 169 86. Trois ::ascicules.

tion, corril; a. S cretariat rIa r.~ma+ique, Paris, 1959. "'asc. 3.

J. Ind'an Ma h. Soc.

an discrete sub rouos 0 ip bro' "s. Ann. f l:ath. v.72, /12, PI'. Y;9-384,
1 60. (25-12 -- --
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;;:::><:::~;::;;:.~ "77::'::::-:="".. Rev. and eol. ~d. . .erican 1athematical
v. 29. MIS, ::'0 dence; R..T., 1962. JfJpp.

/ O. discrete subgro~rys o! ie yro" ~s.

~ 12"2)
.un.

. adt",t~a ~~. Colioq. Th orie des Gro" es «'bri,""'es
U"iversita~re, Louvain; Gauthier- "liars,

=,~~= =~"""'~ ., v...... ,
€ ic

I'ar. er
oE: ra::"c

P.ow, J96;::.

R"l'larks n"1 the cohorno1og of fjrOU::ls. Ann. of MEth. v.BO, '2, • p. 119-157,
196h. (0-,
~ur

-9 •
ertains broupes d'onera purs unitaires.

(2o-2J2h)
cta llat". v.1 1, . • ,

[source:
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

SCHOOL OF U...THE.....TICS

.lATHU!A ICS - IJAT _ SCIENCES

. ovember 1967.

Bibliography of Andr Weil, 1940-present.

Mathematical teaching in universities. American Mathematical 11onthly, v.61,
.311-35, 1954. -

lodules des surfaces de Rie!'lann. IN S minaire Bourbaki loe ann e, Textes
des Confhences, Expo~ 68. 1958.

rielllanni~nne. IN S minaire
ose 239. 1962.

[source: Zentr blatt .Iathematik un ihre ren~ebiete, 1940- resent.
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS

November 9, 1967

Dr. Carl Kaysen
Fuld Hall

Dear Carl:

1. You have compressed the expression of my views at the recent
Faculty meeting into such a small compass that some of the things I said
seem to have fallen out. I am rather sure that I definitely expressed
opposition to the idea of a fourth School, stating that in my opinion this
will be detrimental to the Institute (or words to that effect). For the
record, I should like this to be in the Minutes.

2. After seeing the plans and drawings for the proposed so-called
"academic building, " I find that I dislike the whole idea (and the idea of
my name being used for the furtherance of this scheme) even more than
before; I should like to know whether your application to the N. S. F. will
mention that Faculty approval for the project has not been sought, and
Faculty opinion is far from unanimous on the subject. If not, I might
find it necessary to let them know about it.

3. On the merits of voting under the existing system of adminis
tration, I should also have referred you to Veblen, who indeed has some
interesting comments on the concept of "advice and consent" under that
system.

4. Thanks again for the Kaysen report; having looked at it briefly,
I agree that it is, in every sense' of the word, a report for statisticians,
but I am not altogether convinced that it is otherwise harmless. As my
facilities for storage of such material, both hardware (i. e., filing cabinets)
and software (1. e., my own brains) are strictly limited, I am passing it on
to our Secretary.

Sincerely yours,

AW:MMM

cc: D. Montgomery
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ar r

is t torious bys
a dull d t, fit ly
us nd the like to read,
id the honor to refer

f culty tina, I thought
e a cory.

r
eport. It 1a

for atati.tiei
ut inc y

to it at the
you a1 t Ii

Sincerely,

Profes. r ~ r Weil
Institute for A'v ced Stu y

Enel ure
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.I , 1967

for the Pile

Re The Natio 1 Med 1 f Sci c

Marston Morse, in a visit to the Direc or's
Office on June 1, sugge.ted Albert's lett r makes
perfectly clear that Weil could not succeed .s a
candidate. His guess W 8 that Albert has already
decided to ru h 8 body, rrobably Saunders MacLane.
Morse suggests that llassl r Whitney be nom1 ted
next y r and that Milnor and Raoul tt are oed
~ersons to be ree ended next ye r.

Carl ltay.
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7 0, 19b7

r araton.

Attached re copies of DIy corro pondenc
with b rt. 1 so~ewhat perplexed as eo
his steitude; do you t ink ie will be
share by ot or members of the profes ion?

re Ie a copy of the appointment 1 tter
to Blant n. It ie fortunate ehat is a
Jesu t, a9 the only housing e er not 9 ort
on t til DlO nt is been or flat

It woulJ ba h~lpful for planning
udgee and housing if it w r po ..ib

you to choo e 8IIS stant earl ar i
~ Y by tu eginning of April.

Cordi ly,

Carl Kaysen

Professor tlara ton _ rse
School of the tics

on
for

tna y ar,
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o A. A. Alb rt
e Divis 0 of P ysieal Scie 0 s

Th versity of C~l go
ieago 37, Illlnois

Dear 1lO Alb rt.

y .)(J, 1967

I aorry to flnd that your vl d ell's ation 1
8 timent8 preolu y ur .upporring .i", for ti" of

..~" owever, I pr e1 te tIl 0 or of Yl>ur a w ~,

1.CO V1..I..L b Ipful to '" In "oidin ."tn r t purlS e
t e IilBtt r furt r.

Slncer y yo re,

Carl
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Office of the Deall

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
CHICAGO 37 • ILLINOIS

THE DIVISION OF THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES

May 16, 1967

Dr. Carl Kaysen, Director
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey

Dear Dr. Kaysen:

I feel that the nomination of Andre Weil as a
candidate for the National Medal of Science
would be highly inappropriate. There is no doubt
of his distinction as a mathematician, but there
are others who are also very distinguished and
who have also served this country for many years
and in many ways.

In particular, Andre has never, to my knowledge,
made any attempt to become a citizen, and I re
gard this as conclusive evidence that he is
completely French and should not be a serious
candidate for the National Medal of Science of
this country.

Sincerely yours,

A. A. Albert, Dean
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y 10, 1967

Prof s or rian A. Alb rt
Depsrtment of lath tic.s
Univ raity of Chica 0

Chicago, Illinols

r Profeasor Albert.

In r spanse to an invitatlon fro
Committeo 0 tbe National Medal of Sci
nominat Prof.ss~r ur Weil for th

tbe Pr
nc » I
dal.

aident's
lllIl proposi to

I wrlt to you,at the uggestion of raton dorse, to
ask whet er you would be Willing to join 1m in supporting
t.h nomination and wh t er you coul sugg t so other
diBtinguia ed thematlcian outBid Prl ceton w 0 aight also
b willing to do ao.

Exeuse II}' troubling yo
W11'. min c j tlfi t

lu this sa t"t,
trouble.

ut I thinJ<

Sincer ly yours,

C rl ya
Mrector
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De I" Profe sor leil,

fuile trying to formul~te cl~prly the nuestion I was rsk'ng y~u before
Chern's talk I rcs led totwo reore sene~ 1 nuest'ons. Your o~~uion of
thes~ ell stions would be ary~rec'~ted. I h~ve not h~d chonce to think
over these questions seriously nd I would not ~sk them exce~t oS the c~n-

tinuetion of c~suol conversot·on. I ho~e y u will tre t then w th t~e

tolerance they re~uire ot this stoge. After I h ve sked the I will
comment briefly on their genesis.

It will tpke a l~ttle discussion but I w~nt to define some Et.tler
prod:J.cts which I will c 11 Artin-Hecke L-series bec~J.se t":e f.rt'n L-5eries,
the L-ser'es lith Grossencharaktere, ond the ser:es introduced by Hecke
into the theory of autorno~hic fo~s re 11 5 ecirl c ~es of these
series. e first auest':'on will be of course lfhetl-el or not these ser::'es
define meromo~hic functions w th functional eauations. I will say P fe~l

wor's ebout the l' nctionol e ust'OD later. The ot er'question I nIl forre
ul~te leter. It is 0 sener~lizetion of the uest'on of whether or not
abelian L-ser'es ~re L-series w·th GrOssencharaktere. Since I want to forrr
ulote the Question for autornorryhic forms on I'ny reductive _rou~ I h ve
to 0 s~e th t certain results in the reduction theory con be ~ushed p

14ttle further the~ thev b ve been 50 fer.

Unfortun"tely I mnst be~rather ledontic. Let k be the r~tion~l field
or a cOm:Jlet· on of it. Let G be e 'Jroduct of sim:Jle grou'Os, ?erha~s abelian,
s'Olit over • SU 'Oose the non-rbel_?n factors are sim:Jly connected.
::'he c se that tbe ;'roduct is er-::>ty ~nd (,.. \.\\ :s not ""i thout interest.
Fix 0 slit Ce ·tan subgrou-:J l' end let t. be the l"ttice of wei ts of
!. 'C contains the roots. I ,,~nt to define "thell c.;,njugate attice to
L. It is en u to do this for a S~IJ1 Ie ;rou for ~e can then t ke

direct rod cta nd di.rect sums. If c. is obeli"n nd sirrrle let't' be
rv ;oJ r- l

pny subl ttice of L and<~ , the conju~~te I-tt':'ce, be the du~l of L
(Le. \-\.- 'L',2). It contoins c'l' , the du-l of '1:.' • Let c (;, be oone-di!"'en-
sionpl s~lit torus whose lottice of "ei ,hts s identified w'th ~·L. If G
is si.lI1"le I'nd non-obeli n let L' be the latticeen~r~tedby the roots
ond let ct be the du~l of t. . 'I:. cont .ins '-t' the du:-l of C •
Choose for €loch root"' an element \-\", in the Cartnn sub91gebra corres~ond

in~ to 'T in the usual wqy so that oIl\\~~2.. The line~r functions <.~ .~~).,l\l...)
c.. ..... t ..--

6enereteL: • There is ~ uni,.ue sim-ly connected group "-G whose lettice
of weights is isomor-~hic to <C in s'~ch a way thet the roots of ~ G
corres-:Jond to the elements '-.,( • Fix s;=le roots <1", ,0{... of ~ ; then
V,,. ) "-<>It. can be taken as the s'nnle roots of <-(; • Now retuI"n to the

general Cllse.
~\ "V

If L is e lett"ce ly ng bet €len L_ and L we c~n sssoci"te to L
in a nstur~l woL " grou" ~G covered bye:.. The duol 1 tt ce 'L of L",
lies between • L' end'L. It determ:;.nes l1. 3rou'O '-c. , covered-!>y c(.

which I c.,ll the c ·njugote of G • Let ~ be the Lie "l;;ebre of '\ ~nd

choose for e ch root ~ ro t vector ~~ 50 th t the c nditions of
Chev'l.lley ore s"tisfied. Also let '-':. bf' 0 s-l t Certnn s'b 1ge1lra of
~ for eoch root ~ choose;) r"ot vector ~ ~ 50 th~t the c~nditions

of -chevalley are s:::.tisfied. Let n be the grou-' of ~utornoz;p~l'1ms of ~

which t ke ':l to itself, ~ermute ,-Yo( \c( s1=le~ , pnd t~ke L,L ,L to 
themselves. Define ~ in sirr~lar fpshion. ~SL is the contragre ent
of l\o. 50 that ~L.. end ~JL pre cenonically isomor-:>hic. '- th's scts

'\.) ~("O -TC) (, ","",~ " \"\...L-. ,."' ....... ,..\c,...

,
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as a brou'J of automor~hisms of c;. and of cG,.. If' \< is a f'lnite Galois
ext~nsion of " and ~ is a homomor::>hism of' GJ'" (;:\l\{\....) into-.fl with image

fL let G f and "-(,' be the as oci ~ted forms of' t. and c.. G. ~ ,
In order to define the local f'"ctors of the L-ser'es I have to rec"ll

some facts about the Hecke algebra of' G~ when \.<. is an unramif'ied exten-
siCfl of' the :>-ed c field • If e choose e. maxim!'~ COl'lL "ct subgrou') of'
G in e s.l'table mcnner then, according to Bruh,t and 3etcll:e, the Hecke r

algebra is isomor:>hic to the set of el~entc in the grou:> !ll;ebra of ~\..G,

the set of elements in <~ fixed by <...Q , vlh.. ch are invcrio:mt undeI the
restricted Oleyl group ~~ of' cG~. (Actually 1'le hrve to stretch their
results a little), Thus ~ny homomor:>hism X of the Hecke algrbra into the
corrrlex numbers cen be extended to a homomornhism ~ of the sroup algebra
of' "-L into the com2lex nU!!lbers. ere is !'t least one element ';l... of' "-\'
so that if' -t.: '!i 'L"').().. ( ("is'>..wrltten multi')licatively) then ""-\\."\l~ I a.). (.').\"'.'"

The semi-direct 'Srocuct ~ "1: <6 is a co=lex group. Let" be a cOllPlex "
re:>resentation of it. If ~ 1S the ~robeni~s then

<.I.

~

,\<'v \. ~. '1'-\1 \ G'.~')
('( an 'ndeterminate)

is the local zeta f'unction correspond"ng to -x. and" •
verif'y that it de.Jends only on '/. "nd not on ~ • If')..
let "-. be the 10Vle~t pOl,;er of '" which fixea ). and if'
~nVIet 't.').1..0') be the trace of' (1"'" on,

Then

I h ve to
is eny coeight
,,\.... and" acts,

",0 L L l ,"'''>
" >-'=' \.... 1'\ ),.\. ...

:L"~,, '1.." L.. r t>-I..~) \...~IL"':'l.'>.",\l6)
.... ).40:.\' ~x\" ~-} ......:.~ J

<.. r vr:.
Noreover if \.0 is an element of 'W we can alw~ys choose a re~resentatieon

'W of' it l1h ch commutes wi th " • Then the loc"l zeta function does not
ch~nge if ('b is re')laced by ",.~~'<l so it eouals

~ .,.
-- L ~"2- T.. t ~,,) L ~
LC'NC~,\ ~':.<> ~ ').. ",>-'" '). WE"c."'lQ

Since

b_longs to the im"ge of the Hecke algebra the assertion is verified.

I don't knm- if' it is legitim te but let us "Bsume th!lt the
Q1' the complex reoresent"tionsse, <rate the semi-si~le conjugacy

ch.,racter s
cl!'sses
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in S1>r~b. Then by the bove I c n associ te to e ch hOI1lODlO!"'hism X. of'
the'Hecke algebra into the conolex numbers the conjugpcy cl ss of' the
semi-s~ Ie element ~,~. Conversely 6~ven p semi-s~~le conjugpcy class
in L'd"'i'<' it cont~ins, by Borel-Hostvw, an element in the normfllizer of'
'T. Then it even contains an elel'1ent "rhich t kes ~osi tive roots . nto

?ositive roots.~ Thus if' the ~roject:on of' the conjugacy class onq(an
abelian grou?) is c- the c.Jnjug1?cy cl ss contrtns n element of' tWe f'orm
o-~ '\, ,,',. As .,bove 'A deter-nines E: homomor:>his!" of' the Hecke al-ebra ' n1D
the> co.~ lex numbers. Ii" this homo nh'sm Y is co=letel' deter-:neo by
the local zet~ f' ctors attpche~ to it then it is co~letely deter~ ned by
the conjugpcy cl s~ of' 0- j and ;Ie h ve one-to-one corres-ondence bet-ween
homomor:>hisms of' the Hecke el;ebra into the cornrlex numbers ~nd semi-
sim;>le conjug cy cl"~ses in %~ .r'G r/hose :>rojection on C). is (J. It i~

enough to checK. that tl'e value of' x.. on an ele"Cent of' th tbrm r ... ,,.,d '-lL:'~ ,>:)
where L'~ ')... belongs to the ~ositive \'Ieyl chl'mber, is determIned by tJ:i:e'......
loca~zeta f'unctio~s. This c~n be done by the USQal sort of' ind ction f'or
L ,'" is invariant under 0~ end thus the hIghest ueight of' e re~resent
etion of' G~ 'i, <:.(" uhose re~triction to 'G is irreducible.

Now I oing to try to def'ine the Art'n-~ecke L-series. To do this
let us f'ix or each V an '_mbedd np" of' ~ , the algebraic closure of' <Q ,
in • de will h ve to come b ck l,:,-ter and check that the ser' es "re
inde:>endent of' these choices. The choice will be i~ licit in the next
~ aragra:>h.

Su:>?ose He hove I! twisted f'orm G of' C:. ove:- the rationpls. The
t'"isting can be acco=lished in two ste >S. First f'or !' ~ui tAble Galois
extension of' Q take e homomo=h! sm r of' 0-\." OJ \..\<../lR) into ...l:L to
obtain (,S-. Then t ke "n inner twistin3 of' <3c,,&bY me"ns of the cocycle
\"t\u. ')\' Let!"e "S- e the truth of' the f'ollo 'in~:

(1) Su:>:>ose G-"! s " line-r grou:> acting on ')J Le); L be a Chev lley
latt ce..Jn \I ..: '!hen the intersect"on G'of~f G~ , ith the stabilizer
of L 2. 7: I ( 4, is the r'ng of integers in GI,) is, f'or elmost I'll I' ,
one of' the maxi~l'l cow ct SQbgrou:>s referred to I'bove.
(11) For almo~t 'Ill \" the restr ction of ~"'l:\ to C(f\J<~1 &~ -:.. ~\ \<r\~:J~~
s':>li ts. l>:oreover f'or such '?_there 1 s:.l b in the intersection of <; I<. y
wi th the stpbilizer of L 0 z 4:, so that "-<:r ~ \,0" ~ '" CT t ~ l '

Now t ke "st· sf'ying (1) and (11) which doe~ not rpmif'y in \<. •
Since (;,0 = \ '\ <'oG~ \ <\ 11"-.,. -=" . <r '"- ~I'~ the ma:> "'- 'db is an
isoDlOr-t.:7.sm! of ~ ~q"Wl!th 0 G,J;. • (lHoreover ue cen t'lke a (,4 to be the
i~tersectiq.n of'c.g" l-Tith the's+--b'lizer of \... "'7< aJ? so t e =p t kes

(, J to G:b' I'he induced ~ ':somoMh" S.!l. of tne Hecke al :;obras is
indef-endent of the choice of'_ \,_. Now c,,,,= IT~. Su.,:>ose ire h~ve
an automor'hic form ~ on (,6).. Gf\ uhich is ~n eiglin function of the
Heck2 rlgebrDS for almost ell p. Then, f::>r almost ell i' ' '1e h ve a
homorror hism of' the Recke algebra :nto the com~le~ number Dnd thus a
seTJli-s m..,le con.l Q3 cJ cIa s .J l in 0() \> " S" c. G -= ~ '" Ii ~G •
If' Ii is e com lex :;:,e'"lr:~ont"t'on of' cr\ ... r '<:>c:L I d€:t-i.ne the Art' n-Hecke
L-ser.es DS -Q

i

c\__'Y \..\. - \II.."'Xl)
~'

(Prodclct is t~ken oi}{.1"
almost all ~ )

I h~ve to ch"ck that these ~er·es ~re indeJende. t of' the irnbeddings
\ \\'.~ , .. -V".~"\.\6 't~~ c~~\'''''- """"' ...\ ...}." \ ..... c;;. 'r-"''''~ C;"..u-~\. .. \"'\) 4. ........ , Q..~\IIL -... 't"c:.. \'tt..\.C.... u..u..

\:low.............. ,\- I") ""'~\. 1>0. ()~l\ ......... ~ Q. 10 "I. ,\.~, "\"'\- "'V" .. -. ~ ... \-'\oo,\ i.\.&.-\~ c..-
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'-
of iLl into \" • Por the oment .1.ixy. We hove used the original ~l"'cbedding
to ident:fy- dith a s bfield of • Let us reserve th;s idenbiflcatian.
U1y other 'mbed iI16 is obtained by send"l.ng • -"" wi th ~ t '1 \3~,,1 ~. If
ue use the or uinal Imbedd'ng to ident .fy 0\ f wi th p sb",rou:> of ~ then
the me. of Od\"' into ~ given by the nel.. imbedding is .,......, LITe"
(IdenLfy l:. l~thit,s iMflge,in C.~). The re_tr~ctionof '" ~o ,,~, is
re 1 pced by 6"...,. \\ O~): :;\t.t ). TIl.us Go ~ is re 1 A ced by GC!../ • T'ne rna:>
,_.."H'l is an isomer hi.sm of Co ' "rith f G...,. If ~"G s I'G~ then...

'k' the' rna " of ,,1: so thi s "'~ I' co -::"'.1t~s T·1i th lfrle i~.bedjlngs of G..t
in 'the tHO grou s. e n""1 cocycle ,,,, \ is the m~3e: of c..,_ .>.' '" <~ '·'c

\. 'CJ" ~~ 1.. i ... ~.'\.

:: <2 OT l' a l" l.... ~
1. .,. ~ s nce a.wl." ~ ... ~ for all "~nd t The inage

is aU=l"-~<l."""'I.'"'~tl..')
Thus

- \

(,

[tile.. - • -
~:!1d the Dla:> ~ ~ '(\ t 15 an iso:-ro::'":Jhism of G\\{ Hi th c:, ~ • It cotJllIUtes
'.-1::.th the imbed'd'ngs of G· in these tl..o srou::Js s~nce _G/,;. ~J,~...<..,,\ ",.\~~,f\"'\"l\
for all E U1 ~. Horeover for almos t all " it trke<S (;.';j l:O Glt • IT_ I a
then 1·1e hoos'IJ for elJch \' a ne ... mbedd< ~, WE) get ::...e neVi rl'dele groU;l.. (.. ,:>., •
The above m9 s def _ne en isomonhism of ~ I "Ii th C:. I uhich t kes G, to
1 tself • Thus we have a ID"') of C. Go I to C, (, I l?nd the autOJ:!or::>hic
form introduced above defines an ~uto\nonhic f~ I on ~ (,'/\' i th the
s""'e ::>ro::>erties. Ie h ve to check th"t

c. .. \ ...
r .. "Fix

l \":0, '. I) ~

~ ag in. Then 'f

(,.;. :: ~U,l ..r\:! ret ')

Thus -ie h ve the

- \

G -
\'

<;'0 ll.~ I ~\\,\'\ \., \,\; c.lt.) o,l:\' <:Lt.-')

For " J'10~t ,,11 y, \,\ lies in the st bllizer of \..... ®:;?"& •
followinci co tative diaaram- \

'd~~h r\

-'----"'O~ C:, u

This means th~t if ~ is the c:>n,jug"cy cl ss in t ~ 1 t 1. .... c; c_ (" ([
associ ted to ~' then cI \ ~ I:.o/l'~:'-. This ShOHS that <>If' "nd '" l pre c njug te
for almost ell \' nod th s snows th"t t..\..,> <\>',-'1) :>nd \..\~,~ ,,,) differ
by a f~nite number of f ctors.
~ "1\',\.-'..,),. ....\ .. \..... '-\... ......\...~ \\.. ..\..,,'-- ..... ~ ...... ~ LC ... \,o.I,.o. L~ \""" )(<.s ... \. .............\..\\"""" -\.." ............ ,')O'''''''\..~Q~.

'fo .... \.,

o~ tl...""j\'_\.- ~ ....... \.- "'t..... '0 ,\-\. •t ~ '\~o""""
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The first uestion is Hhether or not theoe proC'ucts define functions
meromor-ohic in the entire co~lex plane "th ~oles of the usu 1 ty e and ~
whether or not for e~ch ~ there is "n !'utomoFlh'c form "" so that

Lls,-\>,"VW,,»(tl) is an elementp:cy function for all \\ :\. ~ is the re'Jresent
ntion contragr~d::'ent to Ii •

Before I go into the second ~uestion let me just sey th!'t I h.ve
been making so~e ex eriments w"th Eieenetein series and, alth~ugh the
work is far from cornnleted, it looks as though I will get some ser'es
of the above tyPe which because of their rel~t;on to the 3isenstein
series will be meromorphic in the whole ~l"nd. ~~/¢iI1nttI~~fl/i~0~fl
It might even be -ossible to :et q functional e uation in a smeller
number o~ oases from t~e flnct::'onal e uations of the Eisenstein series •
.!he def::'nitions above are the result of try:ng to f';nd some class of
Euler products which will contoin the ones corr.eng from the Eisenste n
series but which is not re tricted :'n any artificial fashion.

-\ \.e..-
How if (" G.\.. l ... ) e=:l; aClion of ~ is trivial, and n is the re'Jres

ent t'.on '\_"> '0 one 6an 'Jerha'Js use the ideas of Tarol'3avra to handle the
above seri~s. This leads to the second auestion. Suppose we have \< ,
c:. , and a as above and al so \(' , (,.' ,and C'. If \<. c.. \<' .le heve a homomor-oh-, .

ism '1' ~ "G. Su:)~ose moreover th t w is p homomorohism of '1\ ... {;' <.. c;
into L~" .'c. so that the following di agram is comJlRl t tive ~

, ~ \
If ~' is fln putomor:lhic for~ for SOMe inner form of G sati sfying

the condition .Ie had above then for almost all\" l\>' def"nes a conjugacy
class"; f in~' ~ &' (~. Let ..Iy be the imBge of 0<' V in .. &(b. The
second question is th~ following. SS there an automor'hic orm ~~
associpted to some 'nner for of G such that for almost all ~ the
conjugacy cla.s associ~ted to i t iso.'~ •

Let me ive some idea of 'mat an aff::'rmative answer tothe nuestion
entails.

(1) Take ~'= ~ and let C' bc a s;>l t torus of rank J( ef'ual to
the r_tional rarlk of <(,~ Of --hich 0'1,' ects trivially. Let'" be a
maximal s Ii t torus of \ (, • Sinc~ U\ acts trivially on 1'\)
C}' '<c' (~'4. ~ G1 "!\<i.c;C{j'.' S nce there ~re J!. Par"meter families of

Al1'tomor' hIc fo~!T'..s on c,'(!),\c;", an aff::'rmative answer i=lie8 the same is true
for some inner form of~l • But this we know from the theory of Eisenstein
series.

(11) Let OJ'''' ~ and let G'~'1.\ • !-Ia cr"~, «,~ to 01 ,,"\.\ s (.,1 "-£; "G •
In this case _t shotild be po sible to g'lve an aff rmative E'JlSller to the ~
nuestion by taking c\> to be the automor hic form obtained by sett'ng the
para~~ter enual to zero in a slitable Eisenstein ser::'es. ~' is of
course<lcon"t~nt.

(111) lTow let me say a fe"1 wor s about the relation of the nuestion
to the Artin reci.,rocity l"H. "'or the ration"l field teke <1' abelian

G' 0 ul "nd let 'i be e character of G'j'. Let 0\ ~ ':d' and let G be
a one-d'!!lensional s Itt torus dn \-Thich ~ acts tr~v'ally. Let w t'1ke

1 :1' '-'1'" ......... \\~\- ," ~,'-\ I..,... \'''~.. ,\, \ "- \" o.-\...~ '" ~
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to
reci'1rocity
-e have the

t IC( r) • Then an aff" rmat':'ve ans" er is just the Artin
lau for cycl"c extens~ons of the rat::'on"ls. ~.Jw su. ose
followinu s"tuation

\<
\
I{'

1

\

"',,

•

1<./ is Galois Imd ; \ 1. is abeli"n. Let q :~ \..\<../ \, let ~~ be the
elements of 0\ \-Ih" ch f :x \( i and let 0\ ~ be the ele~ents of ~ wh' ch
fix I(~ • Filnolly su ose X is " cho'rectsr of 0\\.',1. .. \'1<...\ : <'J" \"3':... End
thus ofl. OJ ... I wn~ t"ke ~':~ end ("o~'l.\, • Le';; .x ~ ~"J ~"\ al"ld let
0\ =U. 0' '"'\ 1 C i ; T • th t, to c:i 1. • Le t \ or oe such th:J. t t. i 0- "- 01 ~ ~ \
LClt G- De ~e direct...':)roduct" •.. ~\.t. of ~ one-d'.Mcnsion::l s-:>li'l; t8'rL
!lef'ne .r b. l~"'~t...y"'\ t, ,>" .t" ., . It is easy to check th t

.l,q,tlt) ~.r",.l.) • I:.oreov~r ~( i~ just the mJ.lti licat've 'rou~ of \<"
Also <Go 0 G. ')ef"ne ~,l") by t, '" 1., ,,"lO') ti".~ . :'hen

l, r1. c'~ : f :\.\. t) 1. \t 1.u ' " \;~ L t) '\., ..\ 1: I ~\,..~ ~ ~ \;, \1T't'l = ~'l:. ~a'I ~,UJ
Define '-" by

then

1 d " ! \ - \. to it' <Jtare re ace oy \ - ", ,w n ~,t::: 3\.the we] if tne l, I I'!. \ "-
then p l - '1 ; end

\, \ ..\ - \'-'" _, ~, La) \'.

v "1-
....·lO' ... .:); Q-\\'i)~ ......-Xl\,l\) .... , ...

co the roa? does not de end in en eosent'al
reryre"ent tives.

10[ Y on the choice of cospt

•

I will to-e \ to be 2 c~nstant. Bv the I\.rt_n rec.:,rocity la1' there
is ~ssoc ated to Y.,(f' cr-"r"cter of v.t I\(, th"t 's, "n automor ·hic
form <\I on ~ .. \ (;,.,'\ • I claim that ~ ii the automor"hic form "bich
;>rovides an af rrr-"l: ve :,nS~Ter to the -uestion.

To show th' s 'fe mAke use of the fre::do He h ve in the choice of
coset reo resent"tives. Let p be "'rime "'h1 ch does not ra:nify in \(
Fix !'n imbedding of \0<. in ~l • He identi~y \<.. wi t' its ima.ge. Le t
1,,'''' A'" bc the ""rime divisors of \' in X>. • Choose \" \'-..- in Li

so tht the Ill":') 'l< -'> '" I'J of \.( ...\" ~ extends to "continuou "l,,- 0 t'he
c 1'1 let· on of \(, '_ ~h res-eci to ~ Y into G: • Let L . \<' \'~
ond let ~ ~ ~ L L

J
~,>. If <rr :r~ the Froberl1us the -ut-6 o-i h[Slll. T

\'oliff.... ) ~~ ~" .... l 0 ~ \".~ f~r "set of re resentatives for the cosets o~ OJ>... •
• If 1:. - \<~ ....1' then y, ~f\' 1.. unless "'~o when \"l"'" ~".).,. J \' i. •

T'n.ls '" ''''~) 0 01, is .he c njus"'cy class of \ )
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l

the one

0:' the form
tr' c tion of <\:>

n 0~ '),. corres:>ilmd-

(..\ G..'~

conjugacy"is

belongs to the Frobenius conjugacy class

r
On the ~ther h nd G<Q S ",.. is the set of elements

\I.' ~ ... ", - with..... "dOn-zero elenlent in L The re
t~~such 8n element~isJ by its very definitio~J

\\ ~ "X..\\' o-.~ ,,-\~~"'.)l
.:I' '- J t ":J}

Since ~ (, ~" the pssoci~ted

element
\ \ -ol'''i)if ~ ~ =

deter~ined by a~J

such that

Looking above ",e se- that .... ~0I;') 5 s sl.1ch n element.

(lV) ?in"lly I ,Tant to co~ent on the implications an effi.rm tive ans' er
to the second ~uestion ht have for the oroblem of findin3 a s:>litting
law for non-~belian extensions. I had :>lrnned to d'scuss ~rbitrQr~ ground
fields but I realize now that I h"ve to t ke the gro~~d field to be ~ :

Let \( be ~ Galois extens'on of ~ and let ~ = (.~\\(I<Ql. T'Te w"nt a
method of fin n", for almost ..,11 " the Frobeni.ls con,j'ugncy class \~,\ ':n
~. Thus we h ve to find trace ,,~<:rt) 0" the con."u-acy cl~~s of "~G"r)

in (,L, •• , <1..) , if \i ~-> "\.,~.q J for all r- resentattonsvof .
Le t us r X"l\' • AS before I will t~ke ~'~ ':~ c;,' = ,,~\ J and to b
constant funct;ion. I will take G= "~'-l. Let me check th..,t c. "" is also
CoL, ...) •

ro- .~

Take (,= <(,: I\><-;I.,-) ••here 1\ is a one dimensional s lit torus.

'Ihe :::> "i rin

!'hen

~\.. = L " \. \.:i!!, 2'..... '7. ...) \ 7.., Z, .Z!,) '= 4t, L,:.. 7, ~"i

\l~.',).,.. "_)\7,'~,=e L~ Z':=,,\
'- ~ .~ 1. '

-= \ \.--. 1:, Z. "Z,,-z .. ,''') .... ,·<--,.· .......1 \ "Z, e., L u~
is given by

(l'i!, ...., .. C.,,,) , \'1,'1 •• ,,'1_)'> =

In /'Iny c se G= cG," GL,_) •

'"~'/ \- 1:: Z 'oJ........ ,--1.. \ \ ,
Define W by

W\.."1<~) - <r", l'il .... )

The <>.ction of Cr\ on Gis to be :brivial. S' e WlO(\~)= oI\,is the conjugacy
cl ss of Il"r "''' llfo" ""1:' ch of cour"e det,er::: nes the c nj 1"; cv cl o s of" ~"y
~ \Ie neea ~ e. method of finding T\, ......\~ .. u\" .,..

Su"'pose there 1s ~n <>uto:-or 'lic form <\ on so e inner form of (,\..,_)
whic "'rovides nn affir-tative "nSHer to the above ~uest·on. To f nd ~ {'tl<Tt)\
nIl we ne~d do is ~ calcul te the eiosn vrlues of r finite number of
elements of the Hecke ~l ebr \-\t corren-ondi.ng to the eisen function •
Choose a f ni te_ set S of -::>rimes cont ining the infini te ri~e so tt."t
if C. <::> . -n 9, '= ~ G <G and ~ ",,: \\ ';\" ~ G"2 then <-" = G<;t (, IS G 1>'

\, \-\0 (."..' o"'c... c. -..\~ 'Y1'c...> ........... \.:.\,) ~to~c... ...\. o. ~ rc.\~ .. '"" ....\"-\'L.'"\, \ .... u \~-\,~ ~ \\0"'\ \\,,"-\.\,,1"o\ ..... \.

o\'\r \~~O\f .;-c...."' _\.;,.. ... ,\'-\~.\'" ~, ...~\r ,,,,,t..o:. ,~"to\ .H_ ..........\'-. ~'t\...£..,. '-.\. .... __ c. ...... _,.).. ~l,_\-\ .. '"":>~
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ond c\> ~ s 0 funct; on on ~ c.",1 (, '::>' •

SU'Jpose ~ ~ S ",nd t is the ch~r cteriotic function of G a 0- <;'0
which is the d sjoint union \..l~ - If '\ ~ C:. <;.

I V
;~ c., Gar •

, ~ ) tty = ~- l~\..'\ H\,,),\\.G Q ,
~

~)l "d Q. ,) •
1::"-. I ~tc., '6\-:.\. ,-:..~

since r.'"',
let'" be

•

G. - - (, - -~ r'-
"- Q~. Choose G. "')'" >Co. .. ,~ so that c.. \ Ci., Eo "';:, ~ "nd
the rojection of 4.. c~ c.. • If A..~\ 1 is the ei en v~lue of ~

I '::>
-1..

XC\-)c\>l~) -= T ~ .... c.:'l..o.; ("~\ - ~ c\>1...\,; ~')

I" ~"\ I t.1- • "\ _ I • I:.~"\
U u J \. I.,) Ll- ) - \..t- 10 )

NOvl r tghly s eek'ng the ele ents G, l' c.~ are obt,,'ned by solv'n3
some dio'Jh ntine e uations involv'ng I' as a :>"r'Ullsner. Then \ \, -\), ')
de ends upon the con::;ruentil.'l "Jro"erties ot c.. i; !20dulo _-Ol-TerS of thE!
fini te .,rlllmE?.s n <:, '!nd the 'Orojection of G.; ,,~G.Q 'G.,n. If, foc:'
el.c~ '\ in G" , c\ 1..\".) as a function of '" in. the conn<-cte"tl cODr"onent
of G. were r tionaI l1e 1-lould et E. goor'! s 1 tt' ng lall. It would be
r the1\ conrlicatsd but 'en ':lrinci:>le no woree tt-,..n the s Ii ttin3 lavl
of 1edeking-Hasse foc:' t1:le s.,l ttino field of a cubic e ua tion. FOl1ever
because of the s tr .ng a.,:>rox'm tion ~ \,\,,~\ "I:ill ':lrob bly not be rption..,l
unless '" = ~ no::l.. Thus we co'ld only 'et I.' trpnsendent 1 s Ii ttinu 1 w.

Nonetbeless ~f vie took G to be the sYIlI?lectic gr~u..,in '2" 'ler; abIes
ro>nd ~G to be the orthogon'!l Gro ::'n '2 .... \:l. v r' "bles then str ng _
a ':lrOr'mnti0n is no obstl.'cle bec.,use G ha~ inne~ foIT'.B for '·h'chG.l~is

corn "ct °nd 1 e m.:. ~t ho e to obtain lavs -bout sllch th nus as the oreer
of ""f by considering iI'lbeddings of OJ in e. G •

Yours truly,

R. L nulcnds.

ostscr_ t: Let me pdd
(V) Let I< be a '1uac.r<t- c extens on of • Let O\'.,.,<..;)~ \lI( Let e,\-=
e.G'= 1\, ... "-... -There"-:.. and Jl.~"re nne d'~s:nsion"l s-'ilft' tori. If ~ is

tee non-tr'v'al elenent of 00 let l"'- ... t~) t""= L, .... I:...... Let G= (,,\"\1) ,md
let OJ"'I.1p.ct tr' vi lly on G. Defifie '-' b

WU~""t"t~)\= It:l~)

c,!;'
'" ..i.s just the idele ::;rou'O of \<. • Tnke \>' to be a Grossencr rekter.e.

It is not nc~nce~vable tb t t' e wor~ of Recke end aaos on t' e rel.,tion
between \... - ser'es '.lith Grossench r~ktere from uadretic field end
~utorr.oy.hic for~s will rovide nn ffir at've answer to t: e second nuestion
in this c'se.
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January 18. 1967

Dear Professor Weil:

Thank you for your letter of January 17
I would hope that you still feel it your duty to form a
Judgment, to the xtent that you can, the medts
of a proposed appointment in another faculty, in
pursuit of the concern we all share for the intellectU4l1
standards of the Institute. Should this lead you to a
conclusion at variance with that of the nominatin
School. I would wish to be informed, and would ask
for comment by the nominating School. U. after
such discussion. I thought that the e well> still sub
stantial unresolved issues I would not consider it
desirable to forward the nomination to the T·uatees.

By this procedure, initiated with the p 0-

posed appointment of q nbluth, I seeK to avoid the
extremes of, on the one nand, cOYXlplete withd~aw..l of
faculty concern for appointmente in Schools outside their
own, and. on the other, of scholu's in one field settling
by vote the qualifications of those in quit nother.

Sincerely yours,

Carl Kaysen

Professor A. '/ il
Institute for Advanced Study

cc: Professor Montgom ry

"wI- t ~---
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Communicated by Andr~ Weil

F1>C"Y"\.: THE NEW YORK TIMES, SA TURDA 1'; JUNE I, 196'::.8__~

Change in Columbia B~ard P~oposed)
iBy MURRAY SCHUMACH

Major changes in the compo.
silion of Columbia University's

: board of trustees were urged
yesterday by the dean of the'
Graduate School of Journal
ism as part of a program to
increase the authority of the'
facuIty and the participation'
of students in university deci.

~ sians.
In a report to the journalism\

• school's 3,000 alumni, Dean Ed
I ward W. Barrett recommended:
J sweeping innovations to buildl
~ "3 stronger and more rational'
university" and to avert future:

• student demonstrations and vi.!
: olence such as have disrupted/
· the institution since April 23. J
: The report recommended thel
I following:
; tIAs vacancies OCCur in the;
; board, as many as 8 of thel
· 24 seals go to persons with
~ "faculty status," not more than
· half of whom have deanships'
~ Or comparable administrative
t jobs. Faculty members are now
- excluded from the board by
: the university's charter.
I fJOf the six trustees who
• must be alumni, two should be
· under 35. The average age af
I the board today is 62.
· ~Twa student trustees, use.
: lected by their peers," would I

discuss and vote on "those
· questions of direct concern to
· students."
, Faculty Concurs

'"This faculty and I," the re.
port said, ·'believe that there

· is basis far the faculty-student
· discontent The governing
structure for a small colonial
college is not necessarily right

) for a great urban university
,of 1968. The trustees of this
and other universities are, by
their very nature, likely to be,

{out.-o,f·touch.n-. -~ ~ -, -
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SCHOOL OF /olATIlENATICS

THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRlNCETON, NEil JERSEY 08540

January 17, 1967

Dr. Carl Kaysen
Director
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey

Dear Dr. Kaysen:

I have just received the docUInentation concerning Rosenbluth.
I should like to know what I a= supposed to do about it.

Until this moment, I knew nothing about him, nor about his
subject; therefore I have no intelligent question to ask, and no comment
to offer.

When the Faculty had to vote on all candidates, I held it my duty
to attempt an independent evaluation of their merits, through any channels
of information within rny reach; sometimes this led me to conclusions
utterly at variance with those of the nominating school. If this is still my
duty, I shall try to discharge it; if I a= told that it is not, I shall feel
happy to be relieved of an irksome task, and just hope for the best.

Sincerely yours,

////~
A. Weil

AW:mp

cc: Professor Montgomery
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31 March 1966

ar mstein:

In response to your request of
ch 21st, we are sendin you the

enclosed presentation on Professor ell,
w . ch 11&8 ared b7 a colleague of his
at the t:L e of his appoin nt to the
faculty of the Institute.

Sincerely yours,

( s. ildar Hobson)
er tary to the Director

Mr. Michael J. Bernstein
COJJllllittee on Education and Labor
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C.
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Report on Andre Weil

Andre" Weil was born in Paris in 1906. There he also studied

mathematics and got his doctor's degree in 1928. He then held teaching

positions as follows: Professor at Aligarh University, India, 1930-32;
~

J1aitre de Conference, University of Marseille, 1932-33; Maitre de Con-

f~rence, University of Strasbourg, 1933-40; lecturer at Haverford and

Swarthmore Colleges during the liar years; Professor at the University

of Sao Paulo, Brazil, 1945-41; and Professor at the University of Chicago

since 1941. He was at the Institute for Advanced Study from January to

May 1931.

Surveying the "orld of mathematics and mathematicians today, it

is extremely rare to find someone who masters Hi th real knowledge and in-

sight more than one or tHO of the main fields of the subject. A person

really able to look upon mathematics as a ,-mole lith comprehensive

knowledge and deep understanding of all these major fields is again a quite

singular occurrence. Andre \'1eil in this respect occupies a rather unique

posi tion among his contemporaries, and could only be compared with Hermann

Weyl in his thorough and ~lide knollledge and deep insight in contemporary

as 1,ell as clas,>ical ma thematics.

His scientific production of paoers and books deals with such a

great variety of subjects as number theory and algebra, algebraic geometry,

topological groups, analytic functions in several variables, differential

geometry and even differential equations, and shows him to possess great

power of penetration into the most difficult problems, ability to see
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connections bet"leen apparently distant parts of mathematics, and a high

degree of originali ty in devising methods and techniques. Among his con

tributions are some ibat will undoubtedly always be rated among ibe finest

achievements of mathematics in our time. His papers and books are ;/I'itten

loTi th a strong sense for the essential and fundamental and not least for

mathematical elegance and beauty.

A few of the most spectacular results of Weil will be mentioned

below; ibese are selected also because ibey lie closest to ibe present

writer, in that the results, ibough mostly obtained by methods of algebraic

geometry, have deep consequences for number theory.

Weil's thesis in 1928 at once established him as a mathematician

of first rank. This paper (;Jhich by the ;Iay had the unusual distinction

of being accorded a review of six pages in the Jahrbuch tiber die Fortschritte

der Mathematik), dealt Hiib ibe problem of the rational points on algebraic

curves, or phrased differently i t de~lt ;Ii ib the properties of the set of

rational solutions of an equation of ibe form p(x, y) = 0, ,~here P is any

polynomial in x and y loTi ib rational coefficients. Special problems of ibis

category had been considered in maibematical literature far back, but the

first results with some claim of generality were very recent. Bypassing

ibe his tory for ibe simplest case when the curve has genus zero, ;Ie

mention here only that H. Poincare had attacked this problem for curves

of genus one, his attempt although it failed, led him to certain conjectures

about ibe structure of the set of rational points, Hhich were later proved
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by L. J. Nordell in 1922, namely that the set of all such points could be

obtained by certain rational operations from a certain finite subset of

them, mich we refer to as a finite basis. l-lordell's results were

rightly considered a great achievement at the time, so it seemed no less

than sensa tional "'hen "leil's thesis appeared treating the general case of

arbi tre.ry genus greater than one with corresponding results. Actually

Weil's results went even beyond the case of an algebraic curve, in that

it considered general abelian varieties, and the conclusions for curves

follm4ed from the special case that the abelian variety is the jacobian

variety of an algebraic curve.

The results of Weil's thesis formed the essential basis for

Siegel's result about the integral points on algebraic curves, ~Jhich in

a certain sense closed the histor of diophantine equations with ttiO

unlmowns.

A probably even more outstanding achievement \'las Weil's proof

in 1941 of the so-called Riemann hypothesis for the zeta-functions of

function fields over a finite constant field. These zeta-functions had

first been introduced by Artin in the early twenties as analogues of the

classical zeta-functions of algebraic number fields, and certain properties

like that of the existence of a functional equation had then, by various

authors in the late twenties and the thirties, been established for these

ne~, functions. The fundamental questions about the location of the zeros,

,;hich are still unresolved for the classical zeta-functions, were, after

some very special results had been obtained by Mordell, Davenport and Hasse,
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first attacked in a some~lhat general situation by H. Hasse who in 1934

was able to give a proof of the Riemarm hypothesis for the case of an

elliptic function field (or as one ~ould rather say today for the zeta

function of a curve of genus one over a finite field). This result at the

time was major progress.

Weil had the idea that algebraic geometry \{ould have to form the

basis for an attack on the problem in its full generalitlf, namely for

arbi trary genus, but in order to bring it to bear on the problem he first

had to develop a unified theory of algebraic geometry that covered the

case that the underlying number field had prime-characteristic as well as

the case of characteristic zero; this in itself was a contribution of

great importance. Weil's nroof of the Riemann hypothesis for function

fields over a finite cons~nt field, has rather profound number theoretical

consequences, for instance about ~~e number of solutions of a general tlfpe

of congruence, and also about the order of magnitude of certain types of

sums that play an important role in analytic number theory.

In this connection it also deserves mention that vleil in the last

years has introduced the more general concept of the zeta-function of an

algebraic varietlf of hipher dimension Ulan a curve, and conjectured certain

general rules for the distribution of zeros and poles of these, in particular

also certain connections with the so-called Betti numbers of the varietlf.

~~ile these conjectures so far only have been proved for special classes of

varieties, partly by Weil himself, partly by others, and undoubtedly lie
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extremely deep, so that one might expect the resolution of these problems

to take a long time, they lw.ve, as shotm for instance by the statement in

J-P. Serre's letter, caught the imagination of some of the most promising

young mathematicians and may strongly influence and direct the research in

this part of mathematics in coming years.
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Theorie des pOints proches sur les varietes differentiables. Geome'trie
differentielle. Colloques Internationaux du Centre National de la
Recherche Scientifique, Strasbourg, 1953, p,. 111-117. Centre

a tional de la Lecherche Scientifique, Paris, 1953.

Remarques sur un memoire d'Hermite. Arch. i;ath. 5, 197-202 (1954).

Abstract versus chssical algebraic geometry. Proceedings of 1954 Amsterdam
Congress, vol. 3, 550-558.

Sur les criteres d'equiv2lence en ~eorritrie alg~brique, t~th•.~. 128
(1954) 95-127.

~nth S. Lang) Number of points of varieties in finite fields. Amer.
Jour. of iiath. 76 (1954) 819-827.

Science Francaise? pp. 1-15 reprinted from La Novelle N.R.F. 1955.

On algebraic groups of transformations. ft.mer. J. Hath. 77 (1955) 355-391.

On algebraic groups and hOTllOgeneous spaces. Amer. J. I~th. 77 (1955)
493-512.

On a certain ~'pe of character of the idele-class group of an algebraic
number field. International 3ymposium on Algebraic Number Theory,
Tokyo 1956, 1-7.

On the theory of complex multiplic~tion, ibid. 9-22.

The field of definition of a varietlf. "mer. J. of liatl1., 78 (1956) 509-524.

Sur l'analogie entre les corps de nombres algebriques et les corps de fonctions
algebriques, Revue Scient. (1939) p. 104.

Sur les tbeoremes de de Fham, Conun. li.otl,. '~elv. 26, 199-145 (1952).

On Picard varieties, Amer. Journ. of )"j"'.tb. 74, 865-894 (1952).

Jacobi SUl1'.5 as "GrBssencharaktereII , Trans. Amer ••iath. Soc. 73, 487-495 (1952).

Sur les "fonnules explicites" de la tbeorie des nombres premiers. Comm.
Sem. liath. Univ. Lund. Tome Supp1. 252-265 (1952).

On the projective embedding of abelim varieties, Lefschetz volume, 1957,
177-181.
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M,t.JORITY MEMBERS,

CAn"L D. PERKINS. KY.
EDITH GREEN. OREG.
~K THOMPSON. JR•• N.J.
ELMER J. HOL.J...AND. p.o..
JOHN H. DENT. r'A.
ROMAN C. PUCINSKI.ILL.
DOMINICK V. DANln.s. N.J.
JOHN BRADEMAS. IND.
JAMES G. O'HARA. MICH.
RM..PH J. SCOTT. N.C:.
HIJGlot L. CAREY. N.Y.
AVGUSTUS F. HAWKINS. CALI'.
CARLTON R. SICKLLS. MD.
SAM GIBBONS. fl..A.
WILLIAM D. FORO. MICH.
WILLIAM D. HATHAWAY. MAINE
PATSY T. MINK. NAWAII
JAMES N. SCHEUER. N.Y.
LLOYD MEEDS. WASN.
PNILLIP BURTON. CALIF.

LOUISE M""IENNE OAROAN5.
CHIEF'" CL.ERK

EXTENSION 9U

EIGHTY-NINTH CONGRESS

€ommittee on 'fbucation anb llabor
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

~ongre~~ of tbe Wniteb ~tate~

masbington. iUC.
ADAM C. POWEll., NEW YORK. CHAI RMAN

C. SUMNEIt STOl'IE. SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE CHAIRMAN

~SIONU65

2175 RAYBURN HOUSE OFFiCE BUIL.DING

ExTENSION 4527

March 21, 1966.

MINORITY MEMBERS:

WiLLiAM H. AYRES. OHIO
ROBERT P. GRIFFIN. MICH.
ALBERT H. QlJIE. MINH.
CHARLES E. GOOOEU... N.Y.
JOHN M. ASHBROOK, OHIO
DAVE MARTIN. NEBR.
ALPHOltto BELL. CAWF.
OGDEN R. REID. N.Y.
GLENN ANDREWS. ALA.
EDWARD J. GORNEY. FLA.

R\JSSa..L C. DERl'l'CKSON,
STAFF DIRECTOR

EXTENSION ~5Z1

DR. EUNICE S. MATTHEW.
EDUCATION CHIEF

EXTENSION .".

LEON ABRAMSON.
CHIEF COUNSEL FOR '-"BOR.

MANAGEMENT
EXTENSION &\IlS

MICHAn- J. I!IERNSTElH.
MINORITY COUNSEL FOR EDUCATION

AND LABOR
EXTENSIDNJ725

CHARLES W. RADCLIF'FE.
SPECIAL EDUCATIOH COUNSEL FOR

M'NOOITY
EXTENSION J721

The Institute of Advanced Studies,
Princeton,
New Jersey.

Dear Sirs:

Several years ago a story in the New York Times
reported the appointment of a number of eminent scholars to
the Institute. Among them was the mathematician, Professor
Andr~ Weil, a Frenchman, from the University of Paris, if
my memory Serves me correctly.

In its story the New York Times set forth the
citations describing the achievements in the career of each
of the appointees. I am particularly interested in getting a
copy of the text of the citation concerning Professor Weil.
Because I do not recall the date of the newspaper story (not
even the year), I have found it a hopeless task to run down
the issue of the New York Times in which the story appeared.

If a copy is available, I would deeply appreciate
your sending the one on Professor Weil to me. If it is not,
perhaps you could give me some idea of the relevant date
which would greatly help me in tracing the story in the
New York Times.

Thank you for any help you can give me.

Sincerely,

Michael J. Bernstein,
Minority Counsel.

MJB:rm
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17 Dece r 1965

Dear Professor eil:

The Director has told all who have ask; d
that the appointments of Adler, Dashen,
Goldberger, ll-Mann, and Palmer ver
ap oved, a1'ter proIa red discussion, by
the Board of tee letters at
in tation haw been d.

ineer 17 ;rours,

( s. Heier flo on)

Professor AndrO eil
The lost!tute for Advanced St cIT
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file: Faculty - Weil. Comple~e file refers
to Institute procedures, so is filed under
Schools of the Institute - Mathematics Miscellaneous

THE INSTITUTE FOR ADYANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

OFFICE OF THE DI1Ecrol. 3 November 1964

Dear Andre:

Your letter of October 29th came in my absence, and
this is my first opportunity to respond.

1LJ-

';)~A...
As for Hasenjaeger, there '¢.H be no recurrence. I am

going ahead wi.th a committee on mathematical logic. I should
like to inform all members of the Faculty in lathematics of the
meetings of this committee, so that they may attend if they wish.

You have asked for a written account of what I said
to you on October 21st about the procedures of the Faculty in
Mathematics. Since you responded to what I said with "This
means war", I had thought that you would know what the"war"
was all about. What I said was t.Msy I lie not propose for
the next t"u years to continue to implement recommendations
arrived at in discussions from which I have been systematically
and totally excluded.

Robert Oppenheimer

Professor Andre Weil
The Institute for Advanced Study
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY r

OFFICE OF THE DI1E.CT01

Dear Andre:

2 November 1964

Your
to respond.
are based on

letter of October 29th came in my
My response will be unfortunately
false premises.

absence. This is my first opportunity
long, because both your requests

First, I did not promise to give you a written statement. The procedures
of the Faculty in Jo!athematics were first discussed by you when we met on October
1st. At that tiPe, you told me that you planned for the next two years to continue
the practices which had been followed by our predecessor, Atle Selberg. I will
not attempt to remind you of the elements of blackmail with which you surrounded
this announcement.

I did say to you, as I had often said to Selberg, that the procedures were
not working well, that I was not content with them; and that you should not construe
the fact that I was not arguing the matter with you as an expression of assent.
When we met again, on October 21st, I told you that I did not propose for the next
two years to continue to take actions on the basis of recommendations arrived at
in discussions from which I was systematically and totally excluded: for I have
not known what arguments had been advanced nor who advanced them. You thereupon
said, "This means war." You then shortly asked for a written statement of what I
had jus t said. I remarked at it was odd for you to ask for a written statement
in answer to your oral one.

On Hasenjaeger, the recommendation of the .athematics Faculty of March 24,
1964 was made in my absence, in the absence of Professor GOdel, in the absence of
relevant information, and witl>out adequate explanation. I do not wish for a
recurrence.

I have established a committee on logic and the foundations of mathematics,
with Professor GOdel and Professor Whitney as members, who will '!leet with me when
necessary. I should like to inform other members of the Mathematics Faculty, so
that they may attend if they wish. This will insure against a recurrence of the
procedures of the Hasenjaeger appointment. Clearly, I hope that you, and other
members of the ~.athematics Faculty, will be pleased by these arrangements.

It seems to me clear that an appointment made on the recollIIlEndation of a
Professor whose colleagues have in the past been supported by the }.athematics
Stinend Fund should be similarly supported by that fund, or, if more convenient,
by funds charged to one of the a. licable contracts or grants.

Robert Oppenheimer

Professor Andre Weil
The Institute for Advanced Study
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

OFFICE OF THE DJ1ECTO& 2 November 1964

Dear Andre:

. ~L
I l'<

Your letter of October 29th came in my absence. This is my first
opportunity to respond. ~x,response will be unfortunately long, because both
your requests are based ~e:nises.wIiieA aPe liOt: tn>e.

t.:rv.f, As te tee pIocedUfes of b~uJ:t;y--±".+.athema.ti=>am1 my- views on • '-I.. r"' ... If.1I.
.i.b.em.. I did not promise ~~ve you ~§tement.j,p, HI ibbl§. The procedures <
were first discussed by~' bIz I':E: when we met on October 1st. At that time, you
told me that you planned for the next two years to continue the practices which I
had been followed by your predecessor, Atle Selberg. I will not attempt to ""-...-.....! 1 '1
aeeeI ibot th elements of blackma:i- . th which you surrounded this announcement.) --
I did P ou, as I had often elberg, that the procedures were not working
well; t I was not content with them; and that you should not cons rue the
fact that I was not arguing the ma ter with you.as an expression of assent.
-ihen we met again, on Oc ober 21s , I told J'ou that I did not propose for the
next two years to continue to take actions on the basis of recol'!lllendations r---..
arrived at in discussions from which I was systematically and totally excluded: "
I ~v~ a ve;ry= la:;i.8f expl anah on of lIlY l'eaSeflS: You thereupon said, "This means
war ."11 You then shortly asked for a written statement of what I had just said.
I remarked that it ...-as odd for .lou to ask for a written statement in answer to a n..r J
-s.ta.t8WBRt 6P9J'y made by woa .. ~~~lel aslEcc\:;you £01 a "titLe;,! S4iLe!i~ent,-t:lOrl

.prs;;B.sed ore.] '- J..-. i l';\ ,1 oJ d L t __7"~,- .I. o.l '-'- • ""'- I 1""'- .... L. -+I.
s our Hasenjaeger altern~tives, they could well left undecided, J.~ ,

si:ncee-a:ass-J__a llocation of budge I ems to apprOT'riate~cesof d:'L
funds is o~nly ratJlsr in the fiscal ye What I have to is " r)'

... I .. bU;LY'
this: . senjaeger-an :in: -...L L
~v£WS!:'J::w~at he recommendaho'h ;f ttJe thematics Facult. of I'larch 2, ,,:..../ /
-1964 was~ my absence, in the absence of Professor Godel, in the absence _1 ~llJ .t..
relevant informa~~ and without adequate explanation. I do not wish for a
recurrence 1fl'r. :.J;e- estatlis a cO!l!Jlittee on logic -:&'! the foundations in" I
mathematics, with Professor GOdel and Professor ~Jlitney as members!' a.ael to ask tLe
ee 1"! I ..0 mee-tr--witb. me when...necessary. aM lP infonIt: the ethel Cf:1etnbel" of the
. atClekabies ~'CllJty of the wee t ; ngs she\i-ld 'they wish to atte~ This shguld he w;'

-ageqaate insur~agains a recurrence of the procedures of the Hasenjaeger
appointment.~ UJ9pe that. you, and other _lIembErS of the ~ athematics
Faculty, will. el"e arrangements;~ clee:r1¥, they eF.e",leI ee sa'sjes+

. -.. p OJ 0 the .-athematics i,J.-.
Faculty ...-ish again 0 meet as a grou. t seems to me clear th - . ;Tf::; (
- - v-- - ~

I
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.Il ~ ~&~1-tU
made on the recolJll'1endation of a racu'ty nQlIll3er whose ....'1s have iT> the past been
supported by the .'lathematics tipend ?nnd should, QQg"H;Q ~ll ;u;pe~lll ity in
the malth.!,: gf tile aO"OinQ:eHt, be similarly supported by that fund, or, if more
convenient, by funds charged to one of the applicable contracts or grants.

Robert OppenheiJrer

Professor Andre 'leil
The Institute for Advanced Study
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

iCBOOL OF XATHEMAncs

October 14, 1964

Dr. Robert Oppenheimer
Institute for Advanced Study

Dear Rober t:

Item 6 of the enclosed Minutes will have to be

explained to you in greater detail. I shall get in

touch with you within the next few days.

Sincerely yours,

~~/~~
Andr~ Weil

AWcdu
Enclosure
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The enclosed letter was erroneously directed
to me.

ATLANTIC 1-2690

of 1943)
your name.

PITTSBURGH 19, PA.

October 22, 1963

SUITE 722 FRICK BUILDING

WEIL.VATZ & WEIL

Monsieur Andre Weil
Princeton University
Princeton, N. J.

I was a graduate of Princeton (Cl s
and apparently have the anglicized version of

Dear Sir:

FERDINAND T. WElL
S. ALLEN VATZ
ANDREW L.WEIL

I apologize for opening the letter> but I
sure you understand.

Very truly yours,

:p

.L
Andrew

W
L. Weil

Ene.

{\
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

February 12, 1963

Professor A. Wei1
3 rue Auguste-Comte
Paris (6e), France

Dear Professor Wei1:

Dr. Oppenheimer has asked me to re
February 7th because I am more familiar with
grant.

to your letter of
e details of your

on a) the official letter of
.ply mentions the lump sum, but
in their file.

o your question (b) no reduction was made in
iation from the Institute for travel even

or one term. (This is standard procedure
eave, just as we do go on paying our share

In answer to
notification awarding t
of course they do have

In a
your normal $1
though you are 0

with faculty me'~'~~~1

of your TIAA pens~~~

The original proposal was sum of $7,500 as
you will see in the Director's let f May enclosed) to
Dr. Grad. You will note that th~ entence offers to 'recast
this application in another fo " I b .lieve there was a telephone
call following this letter, an e get breakdown (also enclosed)
was then submitted.

Therefore you have credits since July 1st in your travel
fund of $1,500, $1,000 from the Institute, and $500 from the National
Science Foundation. I shall be happy to handle the $500 which has
been credited to your travel account in any way that you ask. We
can either leave it there and let you make whatever disposition you
see fit on your return, or we can take it back out again and convert
it into salary spread over the next five months.

I shall await further word from you as to what disposition
you wish me to make of the matter.

Cordially yours,

Uinot C. tlorgan, Jr.
General Manager

MCM:1w
Enclosures 2

Copy to Dr. R. Oppenheimer
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

3 rue Auguste-Comte, Paris (6e )

February 7, 1963.
ICBOOL or IU.TBDUTICI

Dr.R.Oppenheimer
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, N.J.

Dear Robert:
Best thanks for the copies of your correspondence with

Dr.Waterman of the N.S.F., showing that my contract has finally
gone through.

In connection with this, I have also received a note from
Mike Morgan, which says: "The enclosed represents the first pay
ment of your *7,000 grant from the H,. S.F. We have also creditee
your Institute travel account with 500 from the same source".

This raises two small questions:

(a) The N.S.F. grant is for $ 7,500; have they specifically
earmarked $ 500 for travel, or is that left to the discretion of
the Institute?

(b) Is it your view that, for the current year (1962-63), my
t~avel grant from the Institute should be only ~ 500 instead of
the usual $ 1,000 ? In a sense, this would be understandable,
since the understanding was that, if the N.S.F. grant came through,
I should be on leave without pay for the second term (although it
was never specifically stated that the leave should be both with
out pay and without travel grant). On the other hand, when I came
to see you about this in the first place, we calculated that my
~rant from the I.H.E.S. in Paris would amount to (very nearly)
~ 5,000, so that the loss in salary would be $ 7,500, and this
was why the application to the N.S.F. was made for that amount,
on the assumption that I should not lose out on this: had we
figured out, at that time, that my Institute travel grant would
also be halved for 1962-63, then I would undoubtedly have asked
you to apply to the N.S.F. for $ 7,500 (salary) plus $ 500 (travel
grant), and it is hardly to be aoubted that they would have grantee
it. It may therefore be argued that, in fairness to me, my Insti
tute travel grant should be in the usual amount of 5 1,000 for
the whole year. In that case, it would still remain to be seen
whether it might not be advantageous to me (from the point of view
of my income-tax) to credit $ 500 from the N.S.F. grant to ~y
travel account, rather than book it as salary. But, before con
sidering this last question, I should like to understand the situ
ation better; and I should feel very much obliged if you could
clarify it for me.

Sincerely yours

~~~ '
A. Weil ~
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2.4 January 1963

GP-&!3

!Jr. ate I

'1'b1a will comov1 Q , wi
1 tter of anu.aI7 22nd, in hiel1 you infc
that tional .>cience Fo tion is
to Ule Imst1tute tor Advanc ci tudy the of
7,SCO for th IJUPrort of Ii eh enUUed

• tie 1- ry of Alge aie oupsft u.nd r tile
ci1rec on of AIld.re 'ell. e are &l;ad to accept

• under the eondi tioDS ouUir. . 1n yo
e apprecia verr the atioD 'Il

cc Professor -ei1
Hr. I'lorgan

°'1 all d 1I1 has,

bert .eimer

• Alan T. atencan, ector
• U a1 "Cience oundaUon
'aahington 25, D. C.
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
WASHTNGTON IS.D.C

2 j b~

Dr. Robert Oppenheimer, Director
The Institute f'or Advanced study
Princeton, New Jersey GP-823

Dear Dr. Oppenheimer:

I am pleased to inform you that the sum of' $7,500 is hereby granted by the
National Science Foundation to The Institute for Advanced study f'or the sup
port of' research entitled "Arithmetic Theory of' Algebraic Groups," under the
direction of Andre Weil, School of' Mathematics, f'or a period of approximately
one year, ef'f'ective January 1, 1963. Payment of' this grant will be made in
approxima.tely two weeks.

It is a condition of this grant that it may be revoked in wole or in part by
the Foundation af'ter consultation with the principal investigator and the
grantee, except that a revocation shall not af'f'ect any commitment wich, in the
judgment of the Foundation and the grantee, had become f'irm prior to the ef'f'ec
tive date of' the revocation; and that funds not conmdtted by the grantee prior
to the conclusion of' the work contemplated under this grant shall be returned to
the Foundation.

The grantee shall f'urnish to the Foundation promptly a written disclosure of'
each invention conceived or f'irst actually reduced to practice in the perform
ance of work supported by this grant, together with a statement specifying
wether or not foreign and/or domestic patent applications will be f'iled. Upon
application f'or any patent on any such invention, the Government shall be granted
an irrevocable, royalty-free, nonexclusive license f'or use of' such invention f'or
governmental purposes throughout the world (including use pursuant to any treaty
or international obligation of' the United States). In those countries were a
patent application is not to be filed, the Foundation may file for such patent
on behalf' of' the Government. In any case, wether or not a patent is to be
f'iled, the Foundation may arrange f'or the invention to be described in a printed
publication.

The Foundation requires that this grant be administered in general accordance
wi th the Foundation I s policies for research grants as stated in "Grants for
Scientif'ic Research," January 1960, as amended, and in conf'ormity with the other
understandings reached between the Foundation and the grantee relating to this
grant.

Please acknowledge receipt and acceptance of this grant and include a reference
to the grant number.

Sincerely yours,

rman
ur
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

December 8, 1962.

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS

Dr.R. Oppenheimer
LA. S.

Dear !'lobert,
As I am plannin to leave Princeton soon after the end

of the term, it becomes important for me to know how things
will be arranged after that.

On October 11, you informed me that the 30ard of Trustees
had given approval to my leave of absence for the second term;
and a postscript stated that the vo~e was for leave without
pay, but that you were given permission to make arrangements
so that I should suffer no loss of income. On the other hand,
Dr.Arthur Grad, of the N.S.F., had written as follOws on
September 10, in answer to an informal inquiry made by Deane
on my behalf: " e will naturally make a grant for support of
Weil in the amount requested; because of p essure of other
business we have not yet sent this one through, but you can
assure him informally that the grant will be made". This
seemed definite enough; but apparently nothinE further has
been heard from them.

So it seems that concrete plans have to be made for
each one of the following possibilities: (a) if the N.S.F.
contract comes through before the end of 1962; (b) if it
comes through some time after that; (c) if it does not come
through at all. Perhaps the probabilit for (a) is fairly
small by now; and, in view of the above quoted letter, one
might think that the probability for (c) is also small. Still,
all three cases have to be considered. O~ course, in all cases,
it is not only the question of my salary which arises, but
also the question of the Institute's contribution towards my
pension fund.

I am leaVing to-day for Camoridge for a few days, but
it would greatly help to set my mind at rest if you could
let me know your intentions in these matters soon after that.

,Ii th best thanks for the steps you have already taken
in ~avor o~ my leave of absence

bi::lCe re ly yours

A. lie11
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7 Decelllber 1962

Dear AD:l.re:

Yeste~ I call d the Science Foundation, and
found that an. the decisions about your grant ha-ve at
last been taken, and that the decisions are affirmative.
The papers bave nov been fonrarded to an office sorevhat
lIl1s1e8djng~ called the Activation Office, fro. which
foruJ. notice should finally emerge in six or so weeks.

Robert Oppenbeimer

Professor A. Well
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RO called Grad 12/6/62, spoke with Dr. Owen.
Owen said that they had moved it into their
activation office, and that we would be
receiving th~oney in 6 ~eks.
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pr~ Oppenheimer:

Prof. Weil called to say that he had just
received your note in the mail. Since he wrote
this letter before receiving your note he asked
that I say this letter is no" unnecessary. He
is leaving for lectures at Cambridge and "ill be
back at the end of next "eek.

J
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11 October 1962

Dear Professor 'eU:

At a meeting of the Board of Truatees of the
IIlIItl.tute for AdYanced Study on Oetober 9, 1962, the
Board gave formal approval to your lea... of absence
for the second term of the academic year 1962-1963.

With good wishes,

Robert Oppenhe

Professor A. Weil
The Institute for Advanced Study

P.S. The Board's vote was for a leave ot absence without
pay, bllt I was given pennisllion to JDake any
financial arran ents necessar;r so that ;you would
sufter no lollS of inca
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Prof. 'Ieil called 10/3/62

He said that Prof. Nontgomery had had occasion
to make a personal enquiry about the NSF
application, and had received firm assurance
that it will go through. Delay is administrative.

Reil said to tell you that as far as the Paris
Institute goes, he had given them a definite
acceptance.

He asked whether there was any further fonnality,
and I said that you '<l:luld be informing the Trustees.
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON, NEW .JERSEY

July 26, 1962.

ICllOOL or lU.'fIlDlAncs

Dr.R.Oppenheimer
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, N.J.

Dear Robert:

Best thanks for your letter of June 25. An~arently you
have not yet heard from the NSF about me (since other~ise I
should have heard from you, or fro~ your office), but I ~m

sure there is nothing to worry about. Anyway, I have made ~y

arrangements on the basis of your advice, i.e. on the assump
tion that everything ill go through.

Since our two daughters "ill stay behind in Paris, an" my
wife has to make provisions for them in various ways, she can
not leave Paris earlier than September 26. I am not Quite sure
whether this is not slightly later than the official date o~

reopening of the Institute this year. However, I presume that
my coming back only on the 26th is not likely to create any
major disturbance, and I have consequently made reservations,
for ~y wife and for myself, for that date. I could still ar
range to come earlier, if it is your opinion that I had better
do so. If I don't hear from you about this, I shall be there
on the 26th.

Probably this ill not find you in Princeton, but I have
no doubt that it will either follow you or otherwise be taken
care of.

With good wishes for your summer,

Yours sincerely

A. Weil

\<0
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2, J 1962

Dear AndrG:

'!hank ;you for ;your letter of June 19th.

After we sutmitted our letter to Dr. Grad, we were asked for
a few formal attach nta, Le. budget, and in the course of th1s
raceived all in the "B:/! of informal 118surances that we could wilIh
to the effect that the request would be granted. We have DO fol'lll&1
answer.

Should this request DOt be granted, I will go before the
trustees at their Dext meeting, and strongly reco1ll!llllnd that the
Institute give you that part of ;your salary J1hich is needed so that
the Paris sojourn will be on a no loss basis for you. I believe that
the trustees will approve, and I ""uld encourag" you to e ;your
plana on that asslDption. I do not need to add that I cannot speak
for th , but only to them.

If "e hear frCIII !SF in the near future, "e ,,111 let you know
by cable.

With good wishes for your s r,

Robert Oppenheimer

Professor A. Weil
3 rue Auguste-C te
Paris (68)
France
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

3 rue Auguste-Comte, Paris (6e)

June 19, 1962.

iCBOOL 0' MA.TB..DI.AnCS

Dr.R.Oppenh~imer

Institute for dvanced Study
Princeton, N.J.

Dear Robert:
I am grateful for your letter of Yay 3 to Dr.Grad (o~ the

NSF), a coPY of which you sent to me at the time.
There is of course nothing surprisin~ in the fact that

there has not been as yet any official response to trat letter.
Of course it is my fault that I thought of this project so late
In the Year; had the idea occurred to me earlier, things 0 In
probably have been settled long ago. Ho~ever, there ~e 8everal
problems connected with my intended stay in Paris (~rom January
to June 1963) where I shall have to make a decision fairly soon:
it is not only that the Institut des Hautes Etudes Scientifiaues
has indicated that they would prefer to have mv ans er to their
invitation fairly soon; but, above all, there are nroblems con
cerning the schooling of V vounger daue:hter. ,..hich (tJ"1inp'!l be
ing ,hat they are in the French Lycees) cannot wait much lonper.

I should therp~ore be very much obli~ec i~ you could Five
me some advice, and let me know whether you con!lider it safe ~or

me to make final plans for the coming year on the assumption
that I shall be able to spend the neriod in auestion in Paris.
As I under~tood frOM our last conversatio~ in April, yOU !lUI':
flested that the Institute could perhaps consider Tinancine: the
whole project (by paying the diTference between ~v nOrMal salary
and what the Paris Institut has ofTered me) in case the NSF ere
not willing to com t u h with a contract.If this is still your
view of the matter, I might perhaps flO ahead with my plan with
out waiting for the official answer from the NSF. On the other
hand, yOU may perhaps be in a position to p'et some cefini+ p assu
rances fro"! the NSF, even though formalities ma" not "et be 00"'

plete. Anyvlay, I shall have to make SOMe decisions in the next 2
or 3 ,neeks, which ill necessarily depend on "our advice.

With apologies for haVing to trouble you about this during
the Summer vacations, and with best thanks for vour cooperqtion
in this project of mine

Yours sincerely

.~~
A. Weil
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June 13. 1962

ProfeSBor dr~ Weil
The Institute for Advanced Study

Dear Professor Weill

Dr. Oppenheimer has asked me to writ you about
your pension arrangements. At the meeting of the Board
of Trustees held in Princeton on April 6 and 7. the Board
voted to increase faculty salaries to $25.000 and increase
tho minimum guaranteed p nsion through TlAA-cREF to $15.000.

The at ndard 5~ contribution by the profesBor
matched by a 5~ contribution by the Ina itute for the bal
ance of your tenure as an active professor will not produce
the miniDm guarantee. d the Institute is therefore adding
$294.77 to the lIIOuthly payments in your behalf to TlAA-CREF.
Previous additional payments on y ur policy were $31.60 per
month.

You hould know alBo that the Major
tract with TlAA haB been IIIOdified to reduce the
after Blue CroBs from $200 to $100.

Cor~ially your••

dical con
deductible

Minot C. Morgan. Jr.
General nager

K:M:lw
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9 Iq 1962

ar Dr. Grad:

At 70= suggestion, ..e are sending 70u the
budget breakdown f'or our aoplication to the Science
Foundation f'or a grant f'or Pro!'eaaor Andre WeU. We
sublllit thia as lCl atta nt to the application which
you alread,y have in twenty copies. a f'urther copy of' which
is enclosed f'or identif'ication.

Please let us knOlf if' an:r further inf'o:nu.tion
I'JOtlld be helpf'Ul..

Very sincerely.

Robert Oppenhei r

Dr. Arthur Grad
Pro Director far Math tical Sciences
National Science Foundation
Washington 25. D. C.
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
Princeton, New Jersey

Office of the Director

Dear Dr. Grad:

3 May 1962

The Institute for Advanced Study asks the National Science
Foundation for a grant for Andr~ Weil, who is a professor in the
School of Mathematics at this Institute.

Professor Weil hopes to spend the period from January 1, 1963
until June 30, 1963 at the Institut de Hautes ttudes Scientifiques
in Paris. His own account of the principal reasons for this pro
ject reads:

"Quite recently, my work on the arithmetical aspects of the
theory of algebraic groups has taken a turn where it appears most
desirable that I should spend the second term of next year (January
to June 1963) in Paris. This is largely because of my wish to be
close to Dieudonn~, at the Paris Institut, and because the well
known young Japanese mathematician 1. Satake, who has recently been
doing first-rate work in that field, will be spending at the Paris
Institut the whole of the academic year 1962-63. Of course the
presence in Paris of Henri Cartan, Chevalley, Serre, Grothendieck
will be a strong contributory factor, and I can expect much help in
my work from close contacts with them over a reasonably long period,
since my present work involves a number of different aspects of
group-theory in which each one of them has a great deal to offer."

The sum of $7,500 would be adequate to meet the expenses of his
travel and his sojourn; the Institute would obviously waive all
overhead.

We would be glad to recast this application in another form
if that would be helpful to you, or to its success.

With good Wishes,

Robert Oppenheimer

Dr. Arthur Grad
Program Director for Mathematical Sciences
National Science Foundation
Washington 25, D.C.
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TIlE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
Princeton, New Jersey

Office of the Director

Dear Dr. Grad:

3 May 1962

The Institute for Advanced Study asks the National Science
Foundation for a grant for Andr~ Weil, who is a professor in the
School of Mathematics at this Institute.

Professor Weil hopes to spend the period from January 1, 1963
until June 30, 1963 at the Institut de Hautes l5tudes Scientifiques
in Baris. His own account of the principal reasons for this pro
ject reads:

"Quite recently, my work on the arithmetical aspects of the
theory of algebraic groups has taken a turn where it appears most
desirable that I should spend the second term of next year (January
to June 1963) in Baris. This is largely because of my wish to be
close to Dieudonn~, at the Baris Institut, and because the well
known young Japanese mathematician 1. Satake, who has recently been
doing first-rate work in that field, will be spending at the Paris
Institut the whole of the academic year 1962-63. Of course the
presence in Baris of Henri Cartan, Chevalley, Serre, Grothendieck
will be a strong contributory factor, and I can expect much help in
my work from close contacts with them over a reasonably long period,
since my present work involves a number of different aspects of
group-theory in which each one of them has a great deal to offer."

The sum of $7,500 would be adequate to meet the expenses of his
travel and his sojourn; the Institute would obviously waive all
overhead.

We would be glad to recast this application in another form
if that would be helpful to you, or to its success.

With good wishes,

Robert Oppenheimer

Dr. Arthur Grad
Program Director for Mathematical Sciences
National Science Foundation
Washington 25, D.C.
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
Princeton, New Jersey

Office of the Director

Dear Dr. Grad:

3 May 1962

The Institute for Advanced Study asks the National Science
Foundation for a grant for Andr~ Weil, who is a professor in the
School of Mathematics at this Institute.

Professor Weil hopes to spend the period from January 1, 1963
until June 30, 1963 at the Institut de Hautes li:tudes Scientifiques
in Paris. His own account of the principal reasons for this pro
ject reads:

"Quite recently, my work on the arithmetical aspects of the
theory of algebraic groups has taken a turn where it appears most
desirable that I should spend the second term of next year (January
to June 1963) in Paris. This is largely because of my wish to be
close to DieudonnE!, at the Paris Institut, and because the well
known young Japanese mathematician I. Satake, who has recently been
doing first-rate work in that field, will be spending at the Paris
Institut the whole of the academic year 1962-63. Of course the
presence in Paris of Henri Cartan, Chevalley, Serre, Grothendieck
will be a strong contributory factor, and I can expect much help in
my work from close contacts with them over a reasonably long period,
since my present work involves a number of different aspects of
group-theory in which each one of them has a great deal to offer."

The sum of $7,500 would be adequate to meet the expenses of his
travel and his sojourn; the Institute would obviously waive all
overhead.

We would be glad to recast this application in another form
if that would be helpful to you, or to its success.

With good Wishes,

Robert Oppenheimer

Dr. Arthur Grad
Program Director for Mathematical Sciences
National Science Foundation
Washington 25, D.C.
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
Princeton, New Jersey

Office of the Director

Dear Dr. Grad:

3 May 1962

The Institute for Advanced Study asks the National Science
Foundation for a grant for Andr~ Weil, who is a professor in the
School of Mathematics at this Institute.

Professor Weil hopes to spend the period from January 1, 1963
until June 30, 1963 at the Institut de Hautes 15tudes Scientifiques
in Paris. His own account of the principal reasons for this pro
ject reads:

"Quite recently, rrr;r work on the arithmetical aspects of the
theory of algebraic groups has taken a turn where it appears most
desirable that I should spend the second term of next year (January
to June 1963) in Paris. This is largely because of my Wish to be
close to Dieudonn~, at the Paris Institut, and because the well
known young Japanese mathematician I. Satake, who has recently been
doing first-rate work in that field, will be spending at the Paris
Institut the whole of the academic year 1962-63. Of course the
presence in Paris of Henri cartan, Chevalley, Serre, Grothendieck
will be a strong contributory factor, and I can expect much help in
my work from close contacts with them over a reasonably long period,
since rrr;r present work involves a number of different aspects of
group-theory in which each one of them has a great deal to offer."

The sum of $7,500 would be adequate to meet the expenses of his
travel and his sojourn; the Institute would obviously waive all
overhead.

We would be glad to recast this application in another form
if that would be helpful to you, or to its success.

With good wishes,

Robert Oppenheimer

Dr. Arthur Grad
Program Director for Mathematical Sciences
National Science Foundation
Washington 25, D.C.
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DRAFT

Dear Dr. Grad:

The Institute ror Advanced Study asks the National Science Foundation ror
a grant ror Armand Borel who is a proressor in the School or Mathematics at
this Institute.

-Proressor Borel
at the Sorbonne in Paris.
project reads:

hopes to spend the period rrom January 1964 to June
His own account or the principal reasons ror this

1964

"My main field of work at present is what may be called the arithmetic
theory or algebraic groups, as described in my Stockholm address, which aims at
studying systematically certain discrete subgroups or algebraic groups called
arithmetic groups so as to develop a rramework in which certain parts of classical
mathematics, like the theory or automorphic functions or or quadratic forms and
their inter~relations. would rind a natural place. Various aspects or this program
arouse much interest in paris. and my interest in going there is twofdld. On
the one hand, I would appreciate giving a regular set or lectures to a no-doubt
interested audience. on the other hand, I would benefit from prolonged contacts
with several mathematicians there, notably Godement Grothendieck. Chevalley
Carlan, Serre (with whom I have in ract a joint work iIi progress). Godement
has been interested for a long time in the more analytical aspects of these ques
tinns, and Serre is now lecturing at the College on some of the more algebraic
sides of these problems. Grothendieck has recently proved theorems on algebraic
groups by means or his theory of schemes, and I believe that the latter will be
an important tool in studying algebraic groups over function fields."

The sum of r 1 500 would be adequate to meet the expenses or ~ travel and lrl
sojourn, the Institute would obviously waive all overhead.

--k::: 'o We would be glad to recast this application in another rorm if that
would be helprul to you or to its success.

With good wishes,

Robert oppenheimer

Dr. Arthur Grad
Program Director for Mathematical Sciences
National Science Foundation
ashington 25 D.C.
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVA CED STUDY
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

April 27, 1962.

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS

Dr.R.Oppenheimer
LA.S.

Dear Dr.Oppenheimer:

This is to confirm our conversation of yesterday,
in which I informed you that I had received an invitation
from the lnst tut des Hautes Etudes Scientifiques in Paris,
to stay With them from January to June 1963, and that it is
my wish to accept this invitation if I can arrange to do this
wi~hout financial loss.

The scientific reasons for this were stated as fol
lows, in a letter of informal inquiry Which I recently ad
dressed to Dr.A.Grad, of the NSF, in order to ascertain the
chances of their giving some support to this projec~:

" ui te recently, my work on the arithmetical aspects
of the theory of algebraic groups has taken a turn Where it
appears most desirable that I should spend the second term of
next year (January to June 1963) in Paris. This is largely
because of my wish to be close to ~ieudonne, at the Paris
lnstitut, and because the well-~own young Japanese mathema
tician I. satake, who has recently been doing first-rate work
in that field, will be spending at the Paris lnstitut the Whole
of the academic year 1962-63. Of course the presence in Paris
of Henri Cartan, Chevalley, Serre, Grothendieck will be a
strong contributory factor, and I can expect much help in my
work from close contacts with them over a reasonably long
period, since my present work involves a number of different
aspects of group-theory in Which each one of them has a great
dea.l to offer."

The financial aspect is as follows. The IRES Is
offering NF 5,000.00 per month from January to March, and
NF 3,500.00 per month from April to June; in all, this repre
sents a little more than ~ 5,000, i.e. somewhat less than
the half of my regular saiary for that period. As I just men
tioned, I have already been n ouch With Dr.A.Grad and also
With Dr.H.Kelly, of the ~FI the latter has also been con
tacted by Prof.M.Morse, and'these preliminary contacts have
been definitely encouraging. Presumably a fornal application
would now have to be ~repared. I shall be most grateful for
any help from you in this matter.

Sincerely yours

A. ell
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The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey

Proposal to the National Science Foundation

for a grant for Professor Andre Weil

BUDGET

Salary - 6 months, January 1 to June
30, 1963 $7,000.*

Travel - New York to Paris and return 500.

Overhead 0.

Total $7,500.

* Equal to 56 per cent of Professor Weil's salary
for the corresponding period at the Institute for
Advanced Study
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The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey

Proposal to the National Science Foundation

for a grant for Professor Andre Weil

BUDGEI'

Salary - 6 months, January 1 to June
30 , 1963 $7,000.*

Travel - New York to Paris and return 500.

Overhead O.

Total $7,500.

* Equal to 56 per cent of Professor Weil's salary
for the corresponding period at the Institute for
Advanced Study
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The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey

Proposal to the National Science Foundation

for a grant for Professor Andre Weil

BUDGEI'

Salary - 6 months, January 1 to June
30, 1963 $7,000.*

Travel - New York to Paris and return 500.

Overhead O.

Total $7,500.

* Equal to 56 per cent of Professor Weil' s salary
for the corresponding period at the Institute for
Advanced Study
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February 16, 1962

To: The Faculty

From: A. Be=ling, A.... Borel, D. Montgornt!ry, M. Morse, A. Selberg, A. weil

As far dS any one of us can remember, we have been guided primarily
by the rule of always making the best choices we knew how to make from
among our fellow-mathemaLi..c.i.ans. None of us has ever been aware of any
:.<greement or t:'a ition that could vali.dly interfere with this cardi.nal
principle,

Nothlng "01l.:'c. be more fatal to us than any visible departure from
it; it is largely because we have followed 1t consistently, and because
this has been widely understood and acknowledged, that the Institute has
achieved its unique position in the mathematical world.

On the present occasion: we have been gratified to find that this
--Uey has led us to give recognition to the increasill{; stature of the
Arneri r-~- --·"':=ti.('~' --~ool, ;;hict> +'1.<> Tn.stitute has in no small way
helped to develop.

We do not wish to di.ctate policy to other groups at the Institute.
At the same time) we greatly fear that any attempt to interfere with this
principle of ours, on grounds of expediency and appeasement, would have
the most· serious consequencee for us and for the Institute as a whole.

Professors Alf'dldi.
Cherniss
Dyson
G8del
Kantorowicz
Lee
Meiss
!{eritt
Oppenheimer
Paic
Panofsky
Strbmgr~

Thompsor.
Whitney
Yang
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From: . ',leil
Dept .of Lathematics
Tok~o Universitv
Bunkyo-ku,Tok'o,Japan

Dr.R.Op~enheimer

Institute for Advanced
Princeton, N.J •

Study
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TokYo, Kay 7, 1961.

Dear Robert,

~y ife has left me no~ to ~o back to Paris, and
I am staying on until the end of Ka- and ~iYin~ lec
tures at Tokyo University: after that t shall joint

my family in Paris. We have been enjoying our trip to

Japan ver,' much: unfortunately, so far as Japanese
mathematics are concerned, my impressions have been
far less favorable than when I first visited Japan in
1955, and I do not feel too hopeful about the future.
I ill tell you more about it ~~en I see, ou in the
Fall (or perhaps earlier, if 'TOU come to Paris).

I am sure YOU have had much other business to

think about, but I hope 'TOU "ill find som" time to

keep me informed about developments conce~ning our

library building, as you did last year. I have no
doubt that my colleagues on the Library committee
..ould also lish to be kept informed: I a"1 not sure

about who is in Princeton no , and who is not, and

I remember that Millard was ~oing away, but he told
me that he would leave a forWarding address. ~nd

that he ,,'ould be very much interestec to hear ,"hat

was going on.

With best regards
Cordially 'Tours

A.Weil
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26 Kq 1960

Dear Anette:

tfalv thanks for your good note hoJll Pisa. Iou !18k whetJ1er
tJ1ere have been new deve10pnents in the tter of the Institute
1ihrazy. Strictly speaking, I suppose there have been no new
developlllll1lts; but it se9lllll to that it might be helpful if I
describe tJ1ese absent developments in SOlll9 detail. I hope tJ1at
you will regard it as proper that I send copies of thia letter to
our colleagues; for ID08t of them, tbeir knowledge of these tters
must be quite fragmentary. bre are four headings.

1. Ae you know, the problll!ll of the library "as considered
again by the Buildings and Grounds Committee of tJ1e Trustees prior
to the Board meeting. At thia meeting, the full record of our
minutes, notes, addenda, letters, and 0 on, were set before them.
Only in the case of Deane Kontgomery's letter did I feel it
necessary to read the letter to the full Board itself.

The Committee reported to the Board, reco ending against
reconsideration of the Board's action or April, 1959. The Board
unanimously concurred, and instructed the Committee to proceed
with architectural design that woold be of so use in getting a
building built fro the inside out and not fro!ll the outside in.

2. At about this time, there occurred to a vague
architectural specnlation, about -.bich I have talked with the
architects, and with Judith. What I woold like to try is to build,
above ground, a building, prohably of two stoms, tully adequate
for the working spaces of historians and librarians for the quarter
of a century for which _ have agreed to plan, and conforming as
closely as 'Ift!l can with Judith's ideas. I woold like to build next
to this, sharing a colllllon corner, perhaps united by a covered
terrace, a smaller building, probably one story high. Thia building
shoold, according to our present plans, be designed to proTide good
offices for rs of the Institute who wish to be close to the
historical collections. At the s8ll1e time, it shoold be adaptable
"to conversion to the reading and seminar rooms which the th_ti
cians and pb,ysicists TIJq eventually wish to have there. Thia
nexibility mq be difficult; but I do not believe so. 0 provision
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should be made for librarians I offices in this 8II1aller building.
Under both buildings there should be provision for contin.loUll bankB
of stacks.

I believe that this scheme may provide a good solution,
whether the librlU7 remains pemanently restricted to the historical
collections, or whether, as the Trustees anticipate, it ultimately
beco es a pair of libraries for the whole Institute. I think that
the departmental character of the lI1IIa11er l1brlU7 will be easy to
express, functionally and architecturally.

3. 111e Buildings and Grounds Cmmit tee, after 101tially
favoring, finally rejected rrr:T suggestion that '"' employ Kassler to
design the building. Their grounds for this lay principally in the
rather meager and unimpressive record of his earlier designs. They
instructed me to terminate relations with all earlier architects,
and to seek to employ Harrison and Abramovitz as our architects. I
talked to Xr. HarTison, who is a friend of many years, and he agreed
to undertake the design, in part, I believe, because I emphasized
the difficu1.1iY of a good solution. As you know, he is the architect
of Radio City and the U.N. in New York, and is now working on the
new opera house, and on the new law school and law librlU7 at
Columbia University. I believe that,", shall have some delay
because of the man;y preoccupations of this office; but I hope that
it will be worth it.

As for Kusler, I regrettsd Tery uch not working with him.
I have heard, in the last days, that he is desperately ill; and in
practical terms the decision might well have been made for us by
that.

4. About a month ago, a Dr. Matthew Gaffney of the National
Science Foundation came to see me. He had heard fran a colleague
of ours that the Institute was not too well off financiallyj and
that one wBY that we would welcome help was in finanoial help for a
l1br/U7.

The Science Foundation has never given money to help build a
library. They now have one application, fro Brown Univsrsi1iY, for
a l/eml00r librlU7 in biology; and Dr. Gaffney, and possibly others
on the staff of the Foundation, think that it would be a good idea
if they could extend their activities to supporting the construction
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of libraries. They intend in no case to contribute ore than fit'ty
percent of the cost of a library. '!hey have neitiler legislative
approVll1 nor a policy making dsc1sion to embark on this course; it
is being discussed by the staff.

I eJP la1ned to Dr. Gaf1'ney that only about a half of the
Institute's requirements for a library were generated by work
lIupported by the Foundation. 'IhiB seems to e true even if we
include the marginal items of tile history of science, and oertain
parte of archaeology. Neverthelells, Gaffney asked e to prepare a
draft application, to see what it looked like. I have not subaitted
this application to the Foundation, and am not certain that I should
do so; but I have sent the dra!'t to Gaffnsy for his comnente, advice,
and preliminary exploration.

Clearly, it would be a help to have hslf the cost of the
library borne by outside funds. I, myself, rate Tery low tile
prospects that the FOWldation will do this, given the novelty of
the undartaking, and the special character of the Institute's problem.
I am also pare that if we represent tills library,as the Trustees
have decided, aa eventually destined to serve the entire Institute,
we have complicated our freedom of choice aa to what" actulllly do
with the mathematical collections. For these reaaons, I do not
propose to take definite action without much further consultation
and deliberation.

Next month I lIIIl supposed to be in Paris, Berlin and Vienna.
I have found it hard to e firIII plans; but will surely write to
you again if I aJIl to be in Paris.

With good wishell,

Robert Oppenheimer

'Professor J.. Weil
3 rue August8-Comte
'Paris 6e
France
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Office of the Director

Dear Andre:

THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
Princeton, New Jersey

COP y

26 May 1960

Many thanks for your good note from Pisa. You ask whether
there have been new developments in the matter of the Institute
library. strictly speaking, I suppose there have been no new
developments; but it seems to me that it might be helpf'ul if I
describe these absent developments in some detail. I hope that
you will regard it as proper that I send copies of this letter to
our colleagues; for most of them, their knowledge of these matters
must be quite fragmentary. There are four headings.

1. As you know, the problem of the library was considered
again by the Buildings and Grounds Committee of the Trustees prior
to the Board meeting. At this meeting, the full record of our
minutes, notes, addenda, letters, and so on, were set before them.
Only in the case of Deane Montgomery's letter did I feel it
necessary to read the letter to the full Board itself.

The Committee reported to the Beard, recommending against
reconsideration of the Board's action of April, 1959. The Board
unanimously concurred, and instructed the Committee to proceed
with architectural design that would be of some use in getting a
building built from the inside out and not from the outside in.

2. At about this time, there occurred to me a vague
architectural speculation, about which I have talked with the
architects, and with Judith. What I would like to try is to build,
above ground, a building, probably of two stories, fully adequate
for the working spaces of historians and librarians for the quarter
of a cen tury for which we have agreed to plan, and conforming as
closely as we can with Judith's ideas. I '/IOuld like to build next
to this, sharing a common corner, perhaps united by a covered
terrace, a smaller building, probably one story high. This building
should, according to our present plans, be designed to provide good
offices for members of the Institute who wish to be close to the
historical collections. At the same time, it should be adaptable
to conversion to the reading and seminar rooms which the mathemati
cians and pb.ysicists ma;y eventually wish to have there. This
flexibility ma;y be difficult; but I do not believe so. No provision
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should be made for librarians' offices in this smaller buil<b.ng.
Under both buildings there should be provision for continuous banks
of stacks.

I believe that this scheme may provide a good solution,
whether the library remains permanently restricted to the historical
collections, or whether, as the Trustees anticipate, it ultimately
becomes a pair of librarJ.es for the whole Inst!tute. I think that
the departmental character of the smaller library will be easy to
express, funtionaliY and architecturally.

3. The Buil<tings and Grounds Committee, after initialiY
favoring, finally reJected my suggestJ.on that we employ Kassler to
design the building. Their grounds for this lay principally in the
rather meager and unimpressive record of his earlier designs. They
instructed me to terminate relations with all earlier architects,
and to seek to employ Harrison and Abramovitz as our architects. I
talked to Mr. Harrison, who is a friend of many years, and he agreed
to undertake the design, in part, I believe, because I emphasized
the difficulty of a good solution. As you know, he is the architect
of Radio City and the U.N. in New York, and is now worlcing on the
new opera house, and on the new law school and law library at
Columbia Universi10'. I believe that we shall have some delay
because of the many preoccupatJ.ons of this office; but I hope that
it will be worth it.

As for Kassler, I regretted very much not working with him.
I have heard, in the last days, that he is desperately ill; and in
practical terms the decision might well have been made for us by
that.

4. About a month ago, a Dr. Matthew Gaffney of the National
Science Foundation came to see me. He had heard from a colleague
of ours that the Institute was not too well off financially; and
that one way that we would welcome help was in financial help for a
library.

The Science Foundation has never given money to help build a
library. They now have one application, from Brown University, for
a semi nar library in biology; and "Dr. Gaffney, and possibly others
on the staff of the Foundation, think that it would be a good idea
if they could extend their activities to supporting the construction
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of libraries. They intend in no case to contribute more than fifty
percent of the cost of a library. They have neither legislative
approval nor a policy making decision to embark on this course; it
is being discussed by the staff.

I explained to Dr. Gaffney that only about a half of the
Institute's requirements for a library were generated by work
supported by the Foundation. This seems to me true even if we
include the marginal items of the history of science, and certain
parts of archaeology. Nevertheless, Gaffney asked me to prepare a
draft application, to see what it looked like. I have not subnitted
this application to the Foundation, and am not certain that I should
do so; but I have sent the draft to Gaffney for his connnents, adnce,
and preliminary exploration.

Clearly, it "ould be a help to have half the cost of the
library borne by outside funds. I, myself, rate very low the
prospects that the Foundation will do this, given the novelty of
the undertaking, and the special character of the Institute's problem.
I am also aware that if we represent this library, as the Trustees
have decided, as eventually destined to serve the entire Institute,
we have complicated our freedom of choice as to "hat we actually do
with the mathematical collections. For these reasons, I do not
propose 10 take definite action without much further consultation
and deliberation.

Next month I am supposed to be in Paris, Berlin and Vienna.
I have found it hard to make finn plans; but will surely write to
you again if I am to be in Paris.

With good wishes,

/s/ Robert

Robert Oppenheimer

Professor Andre Weil
3 rue Auguste-Comte
Paris 6e
France
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March 22, 1960

Dear Dr. OppenheiIner:

I should be grateful if you would submit in my naD1e the following views
to the Buildings and Grounds COD1D1ittee for their consideration:

1. Careful technical studies carried out this winter by our librarian
show conclusively that the requirements of the two schools concerning their
libraries are so essentially different that these cannot be D1et conveniently
within one and the same building without a vast increase in outlay and cost.

2. If it is decided, nevertheless, to have a unified building for the
combined libraries, then it seems important to have this done in a central
location. To my mind, the least unsatisfactory attempt by far at a solution
of this problem has been the one embodied in the Kassler plan. This, in its
present form, is still liable to several serious objections, which further
study could presumably remove; but it suffers chiefly from the unavoidable
defects of an underground buildmg with restricted daylight, and the no less
serious and unavoidable handicap of a Southern exposure for the reading and
working area, or the greater part of it.

3. Statistical estimates provided by the librarian show that the Kassler
plan, in its present form, is quantitatively inadequate in several iInportant
respects. This is so, even if the rather conservative estimates made last
year for the rate of growth of the libraries in the next twenty years are strictly
adhered to; if not, and particularly u the Institute should venture into new
fields during that period, the inadequacy would become far more acute. This
means that final plans would have to be much more costly than is indicated by
present estimates.

4. As a solution, satisfactory to both schools, cannot be achieved
within a unified building except at great cost, it seems time now to explore
alternatives. The really urgent need is at present for a library for the
School of Historical Studies, which should be tailored primarily to the re
quirements of that school. The librarian's studies show that her staff would
have to go into the same building. As to the library of the School of Mathematics,
it is largely self-servicing, so far as its actual operation is concerned (as
distinct from the ordering and buying of books which would of course remain in
the hands of the librarian); it needs no more than one part-tiIne worker. There
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is no difficulty in leaving it where it is (subject to some readjustment in order
to convert the large reading room into a common room); this is likely to re
main satisfactory for perhaps ten years or more.

5. Eventually it will become desirable to find another location for
the library of the School of Mathematics. One should then give full consider
ation to the very real need of the mathematicians for a convenient seminar
room close to their library (a need not provided for in the Kassler scheme).

6. U I had to make some suggestion concerning a possible location
for the library of the School of Historical Stud,es, I should feel inclined to
agree with what I understand to be Professor Kennan's view, in favor of the
present parking lot near Building B. As for the far less urgent problem of a
mathematics building, I should suggest the parking lot near Building A; other
generally satisfactory solutions may possibly present themselves before the
problem becomes acute.

I am greatly indebted to Miss Sachs, our librarian, for the technical
and statistical estimates on which I have based the above conclusions. Those
estimates can be communicated to the Buildings and Grounds Committee at
any time this is desired.

Slncerely yours,

AW:MMM

cc' Faculty
Miss Sachs

A. Well
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Annex C to the Draft Minutes of
the Faculty Meeting, March 2l, 1960

Professor Weil has asked that the following statement be added

as an annex to the minutes of the faculty meeting.

" l. Careful technical studies carried out this winter by our librarian
show conclusively that the requirements of the two schools concerning their
libraries are so essentially different that these cannot be met conveniently
within one and the same building without a vast increase in outlay and cost.

2. If it is decided, nevertheless, to have a unified building for the
comb~ned libraries, then it seems important to have this done in a central
location. To my mind, the least unsatisfactory attempt by far at a solution
of this problem has been the one embodied in the Kassler plan. This, in its
present form, is still liable to several serious objections, which further
study could presumably remove; but it suffers chiefly from the unavoidable
defects of an underground building with restricted daylight, and the no less
serious and unavoidable handicap of a Southern exposure for the reading and
working area, or the greater part of it.

3. Statistical estimates provided by the librarian show that the Kassler
plan, in its present form, is quantitatively inadequate in several important
respects. This is so, even if the rather conservative estimates made last
year for the rate of growth of the libraries in the next twenty years are strictly
adhered to; if not, and particularly if the Institute should venture into new
fields during that period, the inadequacy would become far more acute. This
means that final plans would have to be much more costly than is indicated by
present estimates.

4. As a solution, satisfactory to both shcools, cannot be achieved
within a unified building except at great cost, it seems time now to explore
alternatives. The really urgent need is at present for a library for the
School of Historical studies, which should be tailored primarily to the re
quirements of that scuool. The librarian's studies show that her staff would
have to go into the same building. As to the librli.ry of the School of Mathematics,
it is largely self-servicing, so far as its actual operation is concerned (as
distinct from the ordering and buying of books which would of course remain in
the hands of the librarian); it needs no more than one part-time worker. There
is no difficulty in leaving it where it is (SUbject to some readjustment in order
to convert the large reading room into a common room); this is likely to re-
main satisfactory for perhaps ten years or more.

5. Eventually it will become desirable to find another location for
the library of the School of Mathematics. One should then give full consideration
to the very real need of the mathematicians for a convenient seminar room close
to their library (a need not provided for in the Kassler scheme).

6. If I had to make some suggestion concerning a possible location for the
library of the School of Historical studies, I should feel inclined to agree with
what I understand to be Professor Kennan I s view, in favor of the present parking lot
near Building B. As for the far less urgent problem of a mathematics building, I
should suggest the parking lot near Building A; other generally satisfactory solutions
may possibly present themselves before the problem becomes acute.

March 22, 1960 A. )veil"

Bengt Str8mgren
Faculty Secretary
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" 1. Careful technical studies carried out this winter by our librarian
show conclusively that the requirements of the two schools concerning their
libraries are so essentially different that these cannot be met conveniently
within one and the same building without a vast increase in outlay and cost.

2. If it is decided, nevertheless, to have a unified building for the
combined libraries, then it seems important to have this done in a central
location. To my mind, the least unsatisfactory attempt by far at a solution
of this problem has been the one embodied in the Kassler plan. This, in its
present form, is still liable to several serious objections, which further
study could presumably remove; but it suffers chiefly from the unavoidable
defects of an underground building with restricted daylight, and the no less
serious and unavoidable handicap of a Southern exposure for the reading and
working area, or the greater part of it.

3. Statistical estimates provided by the librarian show that the Kassler
plan, in its present form, is quantitatively inadequate in several important
respects. This is so, even if the rather conservative estimates made last
year for the rate of growth of the libraries in the next twenty years are strictly
adhered to; if not, and particularly if the Institute should venture into new
fields during that period, the inadequacy would become far more acute. This
means that final plans would have to be much more costly than is indicated by
present estimates.

4. As a solution, satisfactory to both shcools, cannot be achieved
within a unified building except at great cost, it seems time now to explore
alternatives. The really urgent need is at present for a library for the
School of Historical studies, which should be tailored primarily to the re
quirements of that SCLlOOl. The librarian's studies show that her staff would
have to go into the same building. As to the library of the School of Mathematics,
it is largely self-servicing, so far as its actual operation is concerned (as
distinct from the ordering and buying of books which would of course remain in
the hands of the librarian); it needs no more than one part-time worker. There
is no difficulty in leaving it where it is (SUbject to some readjustment in order
to convert the large reading room into a common room); this is likely to re-
main satisfactory for perhaps ten years or more.

5. Eventually it will become desirable to find another location for
the library of the School of Mathematics. One should then give full consideration
to the very real need of the mathematicians for a convenient seminar room close
to their library (a need not provided for in the Kassler scheme).

6. If I had to make some suggestion concerning a possible location for the
library of the School of Historical studies, I should feel inclined to agree with
what I understand to be Professor Kennan I s view, in favor of the present parking lot
near Building B. As for the far less urgent problem of a mathematics building, I
should suggest the parking lot near Building A; other generally satisfactory solutions
may possibly present themselves before the problem becomes acute.

March 22, 1960 A. Weil"

Bengt Str/lmgren
Faculty Secretary
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